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ABSRACT

This practicum report reviews the literature on adolescent development, parent-

teen conflict, family diversity and theoretical interventions relating to parenting

adolescents.

This practicum involved conducting two solution focussed parent groups utilizing

Karen Rayler's (1999) Solution Oriented Parent Groups: Strategies For Parents of

Adolescents. A Manual for Facilitators. Potential participants were identified by the

school staff and Karen Dana, a social worker for Child Guidance Clinic of Winnipeg.

Selection criteria included parents of high risk teenagers. High risk behaviors were

defined as drug and alcohol abuse, use of violence, gang involvement, running away

behaviors, and school related issues. Sessions were held at large high school situated in

IVinnipeg, and were co facilitated by this writer and Karen Dana'

Intervention evaluation tools for this practicum were based on De Jong and

Hopwood's (1996) intermediate and final outcome measurements. Parents were asked a

scaling question rating their relationship with their teenager, at five points in time : in the

admission interview; at the second, third and fînal session; and in a two month follow up

phone call. The follow up phone call also asked parents if their treatment goals were

met. Although the intermediate and final outcome measurements do not indicate that

parents progressed over time, the mean scores of the group demonstrate a gradual

increase in progress. Furthermore, one hundred per cent of all group participants

reported that their treatment goals were met.
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The parents also completed a group evaluation form, that consisted of scaling questions

to determine how helpful they found the group to be; how confident they were in

resolving future disagreements with their teenagers; and how they would rate their

relationship now, compared to when they started the group. A further question asked

parents if they would recommend this group to their friends and family. One hundred per

cent of all participants reported that they would recommend this group to others'

parents were also asked open ended questions regarding the format of the group' Parents

found the sessions very helpful and were confïdent that they would be able to resolve

future disagreements with their teenagers.

A review of the implementation of the progfam is presented and includes

recommendations for future use of this model with parents of adolescents.
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ChaPter I

PRACTICUM OVERVIEW

Introduction

This writer's interest in working with parents of adolescents grew out of

the personal experience she gained as a parent - teen mediator for Winnipeg Child and

Family Services. This writer found that although parent - teen mediation was helpful, it

required both parent(s) and teenager attend the session together. If either refused to

attend the mediation sessions, the service could not be offered. Exploration of other

therapeutic models prompted this writer to learn more about solution - oriented goup

work for parents of adolescents.

This practicum report reviews the literature of adolescent development, parent -

teen conflict, family diversity, and theoretical interventions relating to parenting

adolescents. The practicum involved conducting two solution - oriented parent goups

through the auspices of the Child Guidance Clinic of Winnipeg,atalocal high school.

Evaluation tools for this practicum were based on De Jong and Hopwood's (1996)

intermediate and final outcome measurements. A review of the implementation of the

program is presented and includes recommendations for future use of this model in

working with parents of adolescents.

Approval to conduct solution - oriented group therapy in a high school setting was

obtained through the Winnipeg School Division Research, Planning and Technology

Department. Two groups were conduoted for this practicum and were co-facilitated by

Karen Dana, a social worker with the Child Guidance Clinic of Winnipeg. The first

session was held in November 2002, and second session was held in February 2003.
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Potential participants were identified by the school staffand social worker.

Selection criteria included parents of high risk teenagers. High risk behaviors were

defîned as drug and alcohol abuse, use of violence, gang involvement, running away

behaviors, and school related issues.

Obiectives and Rationale

The purpose of this practicum was to implement and evaluate a solution oriented

approach to group therapy for parents of teenagers through the auspices of the Child

Guidance Clinic of Winnipeg. The focus for this goup was to combine a solution

oriented approach with the considerable therapeutic value of group work. Solution-

Oriented Parent Groups: Strategies for Parents of Adolescents, developed by Karen

Rayter (1999) is a manual which offers sfategies for facilitators. Rayter claims that the

solution orientation provides empowerment for parents of adolescents who feel

frustated, and gives them hope for co-constructing solutions interactively. The progfarn

is based on family wellness- it recognizes that parent-teen conflict is normal and that

solutions are within reach. It is strength based. It encourages parents to focus on their

strengths and the strengths of their teenagers. It builds on hope for the frtture, rather than

focussing on the immediate problems. It creates opportunities to build solutions based

on the skills, resources and abilities that parents already possess, and have previously

worked for them (Rayter, 1999, p. 2). The goup experienoe empowers parents by

helping them realize they are not alone, and that new possibilities for solutions exist.
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Learning Goals

As a social worker for Winnipeg Child and Family Services, I saw this practicum

as an opporhnity to integrate my formal education with my experience in working with

families who were experiencing parent - teen conflict. I conducted this practicum

outside of the child welfare system to enhance my skills beyond the child welfare

mandate.

My personal learning goals for the practicum were:

(i) to implement a solution oriented approach to group therapy with

parents óf udol"p.nts for the Child Guidance Clinic of Winnipeg;

(ii) to evaluate the delivery, impact and outcome of this g.oup

intervention;

(iii) to expand this writer's knowledge and skill in Soup facilitation;

(iv) to further develop this writer's knowledge and understanding in the

àrás of parenting adolescents and the use of solution focussed approaches

through ã review ofthe literature and practical experiences.
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Chapter 2

LITERATTIRD REVIEIV

Raising adolescents today can be challenging yet rewarding. Parents often worry

about the actions of their teenagers, and are confused as how to parent them. Bergman

(2001, p.43) quotes the 2000 year old phrase that Marcus Cicero (10643 BC) wrote-

'oTimes are bad. Children are no longer obeying their parents, and everyone is writing a

book." It's an age old anxiety that every generation of parents face. Parents today are

raising their teenagers in the age of the Columbine School massacre, Eminem, Internet

stalking and a popular culture that revels in violence and causal sex ( Bergman, 2001).

However, according to a study completed by Reginald Bibby (2001), Canada's teens are

doing all right, and value home li.fe, hard work and material success. Bibby advises

"Relax, enjoy your teenager, and get reacquainted with them" ( p. 13).

This chapter will review theories of adolescent development, parent-teen oonflict,

family diversity, theoretical interventions for parents of adolescents, and propose a

particular framework for working with parents of adolescents - solution focussed group

therapy.

Adolescent Development

Adolescence is a vast topic. For the puposes of this literature review, I have

definecl adolescence as one stage of life's development. Some authors suggest that there

are multiple stages within the period of adolescence. For example, Stem, Van Slyck and

Newland (1992) suggest a three stage adolescence. The identified 'age" ranges theorist
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to theorist, but tends to incorporate individuals.

Adolescence is a time of transformation (Preto,1989; Wolf.1991; Stern,Van Slyck

and Newland,l992; Siegler, 1998). It is the dividing line between childhood and

adulthood, ranging anywhere between 11 and 25 years (de Anda, 1987). Children mature

at their own rate and on their on time, which makes it impossible to define what is the

'normal' time period for adolescent transitions. Cultural attitudes towards the adolescent

stage impact the process as well. Some cultures mark the transition of childhood to

adulthood with ceremonies, rites, and rituals. Other cultures ignore the transition, and

muddle theír way through.

Transformations occr¡r physically, cognitively, psychologically, and socially. A

distinguishing feature of adolescence is the rapid spurt in physical and sexual

development, along with changes in cognitive and social development. ( Preto, 1989;

Van Slyck et at,1992).

During adolescence individuation is the primary task ( Ginott, 1969;Preto, 1989;

Phellan,l993; Nelson and Lott, 1994;Martin &Martin,2000 ). Teenagers have a natural

need to establish their own identity. Adolescents have a need to find out who they are -

how they are different from their families, and others - how they feel, what they value,

and what they think. Adolescents progress from childhood dependency to adult

independence - from being subject to authority and control of parents to exercising

personal autonomy and seif control (Fieaith Canada, 1995). Adolescents undergo

changes: " from organization (childhood) to disorganization (adolescence) to

reorganization (adulthood)"(Ginot1,l969,p.25). Separating from parents and
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establishing one's individuality is a normal and necessary step in personal development.

Parents often view this individuation process as the adolescent rebelling against

their authority (Nelson and Lott. 1994; Health Canada 1995). Adolescence is a time for

continually testing limits (Martin & Martin,2000). Teens cover up their need for

dependence by exaggerating their independence. To find out who they are, teens often

challenge their parent's authority and test their rules. Teenagers have a need to find out

what they are capable of. They test their power and importance by making decisions by

themselves without being directed or ordered by their parents. They turn away from

their chitdhood - they turn away from their parents. Friends take the place of famil¡ as

the teen works out their relationship with their peers to find out if and how they fit in

(Siegler, 1998).

Adolescence is a paradoxical time. "They strive for closeness, yet fear intimacy;

they rebel against control, yet want direction and structure; they push against limits, yet

see the people who impose them as caring; they are told to plan for the future, yet live for

the moment. They strive to be seen as unique and establish their own separate identity.

They want to determine their own life and assert who they are, and what they want to be,

not what others want them to be" (Corey & Corey, 1992,p.315). This tends to be

confusing for all family members.

Teenagers also have to cope with physical growth and change. There is rapid

physical growth and sexual maturity dwing pu'crerly, a phenomena that is essentially out

of their control. Their bodies change. These rapid physical changes contribute to the

adolescent's heightened awkwardness, sensitivity, and shame about their changing bodies
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(Siegler, 1998). Many teens feel anxiety over the rate of their change - some feel it is too

quick, others feel it is too slow. The physical and sexual changes that take place have a

dramatic effect on how adolescents describe and evaluate themselves, and how they are

perceived by others (Preto, 19S9). Coping with these sexual feelings, thoughts and

behaviors is a major task for all family members. Teenagers become moody,

oversensitive, and overreactive with the emergence of hormonal influences

(Siegler,1998). Eating and or sleeping habits may change as well in adolescence. It is

important for parents to realize how the physiological (hormonal) changes of adolescence

contribute to the characteristic psychological changes - " the elation and despair,

excitement and enervation, restlessness and passivity, rage and calm, sweeüress and

c¡nicism" (Siegler, 1998, p. 10).

Cognitive changes also occur ( Piaget, 1969; Siegler, 1998). According to Piaget

(1969) the adolescent can construct systems and theories. It is a transition from concrete

to formal operations or hypothetical-deduotive thinking. This is a powerful tool in the

adolescent's attempt to establish an identity. The adolescent becomes aware of a broader

range ofoccupational choices and begins thinking about their appropriateness to personal

needs and interests. Teens are now able to understand concepts and abstractions. They

are developing intellectually and testing their mental po\¡rers. Arguments are frequent

between adolescents and their parents, as they disagree with their parents about ideas,

beliefs, and values. These differences tend to create conflict between them and

sometimes lead to struggles over rules, roles and relationships.
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Parent-Teen Conflict

Conflict between parents and their teenagers is normal (Trish, l99l; Collins and

Laursen, 1997). Parent-child conflicts most often centre around authority, autonomy and

responsibilities (Collins and Laursen ,1997). Parents and teens usually argue about

family matters such as dress, school work, home work, chores, disobedience, and general

irritations (Trish, 1991). Several causal factors have been related to parent-adolescent

conflict. These include family environment and socialization factors such as the marital

dyad, the functioning of family members, decision making processes, control and

discipline styles, the family rules, the family history of handling change and sÍess, and

the family structure (Trish, 1991). Trish views the relationship between parents and

adolescents as a reciprocal one - each trying to change or influence the other.

Collins and Laursen (1997) make the link between parent - teen conflicts and the

transitions in behavioral autonomy. They state that the "long term interdependencies of

the parent-child relationships form the basis for expectations that affect adolescents' and

parents' perceptions and interpretations of each other's behavior and, therefore guide

their actions and reactions toward one another" (Collins and Laursen, 1997,p.183):,

During adolescence, discrepancies between the parents' and the adolescents'

expectations are likely to occur as the teen pushes for more freedom and the parent

struggles with letting go. It is a time when both parents and adolescents struggle for the

right to make decisions concerning areas of behavior. According to Stewart and

Zaenglein (1982) parents are often faced with the reality that their powff resides solely in

the adolescent's acceptance of their authority position.
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At times, the safety of family members may become an issue when unresolved

conflict has the potential to become violent. An assessment of the conflict needs to be

conducted, and safety measures need to be put in place. Removal of the adolescent from

the family home when violence occurs may be appropriate. When this occurs, the family

can concentrate on building healtþ relationships with each other, without having to deal

with the daily stresses of living together.

Family Diversitv

Families vary in many important ways and professionals who work with families

need to be sensitive to and promote understanding of both the similarities and difference

across families (Fine,1993). The traditional family (white, two biological parents and

children) has and will continue to decline (Fine 1993; Gross,1999;Demo,2000; Kelman

2000 ; Bengtson,200l). Families today may consist of two biological parents; divorced

parents; step parents; single parents; gay and lesbian parents; blended families, and

extended families, naming those most common in our contemporary society.

Fine (1993) claims that there is no single correct definition of what a family is,

rather there are multiple definitions. How you define family influences matters such as

who can be covered by health insurance, who can have access to school records, who can

file joint tax returns, and who is eligible for certain public programs (Fine, 1993).

The October 23,2002 edition of the l'viunipeg Free Press (p. A4) highlighted the

release of Statistics Canada Census 2001 Data. In this case, the Census 2001 data

indicated that "in Manitoba" 34.9 per cent of families were married couples with no
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children; 39.1 per cent were married couples with children; 5.5 per cent were common-

law couples with no children; 4.3 per cent were common-law couples with children;16.2

percent were lone-parent families and 0.29 per cent were same Sex couples. In

Manitoba, 865 same-sex couples identified themselves as in common law relationships"

(p. A4). More specifîcally, the Census 2001 Data shows that in Winnipeg, the

percentage of married couples with children vr¿ts 38.6; the percentage of common-law

couples with children was 3.8; the percentage of lone-parent was17.7; while the

percentage of same-sex couples was 0.4 (p. Aa).

Similarty Demo (2000) argues that the social and demographic profile of

American families is rapidly changing. "Demographers are projecting that by the year

2056,today's ethnic and racial minorities will be the majority of the United States

population" (Demo, 2000,p16). Household composition and children's living

arrangements are also undergoing dramatic changes. High rates of divorce and

nonmarital childbearing over the past decades have contributed to a dramatic decrease of

children living with two parents (Bengtson,2001; Demo,2000; Fine, 1993). Given the

current trends, demographers project that more than half of all children born in the 1990s

will spend some time in a single parent household (Demo,2000, p.16). Statistics

indicate that five of every six single parent households are headed by a mother. Wage

discrimination against wome4 and the failure of many fathers to pay child support leads

to many single mothers and their children living in econornic hardship, ûr ever!. poverty

(Demo 2000; Bengtson, 2001).

From the Canadian perspective, Nelson (2001) claims that relationships between
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parents are getting more and more rmstable in Canada. She notes from the report, A Step

Further in Famil]¡ Life: The Emergence of the Blended Family, released by Statistics

Canada, that while more and more children experience life with a lone parent, this trend

is occurring at an increasingly earlier age, For example, for children born in the 1960s,

20 per cent were living with a lone parent by the age of sixteen. For children bom in the

1980s, that age was seven, and for the 1990s,the average age for such children is only

five. The report says that because mothers and children are younger when there is a

divorce, the woman is more likely to have a child in another relationship, thereby

producing a blended family. According to the report, children born to parents who did

not live together before marrying, are actually the minority.

Families of today confront many challenges, including pressures associated with

fînancial strain and povefy (Early and GlenMaye,2000; Bengtson,200l). Even in

middle income families, economic realities impinge on parents as they work longer hours

than ever and are faced with the expenses of all day or part time child day care. Another

development is "public disinvestment in children" (Demo,2000, p. 17). The social and

political climate in the United States over the past three decades has led to severe

cutbacks in federal, local, and private support for services for families with young

children. There has been a growing inequality in the income of families; stagnant and

declining wages, and modest gains in family incomes. Childhood poverly is on the rise.

Prolonged poverty impairs infants' and young children's physical and mental growth,

academic ability, and social and emotional well being. (Demo,2000). Demo further

notes that sustained poverly inhibits effective parenting and increases the chances that
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children will attend inferior school and live in high-risk environments.

Demo (2000) claims researchers are spending too much attention on the child's

living arrangements, and using the idealized definition of the 1950s family with two

biological parents as their benchmark. He argues that studies have proven that most

families and children are doing fine regardless of their family struoture. Parents care

deeply about, support, nurture, and appropriately control their children. "Parents have

similar rules and expectations for their children across first married, divorced,

continuously single, and remarried family structures, with most parents strongly

endorsing culturally valued guidelines for their children's behaviors" (Demo,2000,

p.18).

"Among families of diverse racial and socioeconomic backgrounds, research

indicates that positive relationships between parents, consistent parental support,

sensitivity, and discipline facilit¿te children's well being, often compensating for

economic hardship, family disruption, and other adverse life circumstances" (Demo,

2000, p. 20).

In understanding family diversity, it should be recognized that families live in

neighbowhoods and communities where resources are distributed unequally. (Demo,

2000 ). As noted earlier, poverly impairs children's functioning, and erodes the parents'

ability to provide consistent involvement, nurturance, empatþ and discipline. In some

neighbourhoods, gangs take the place of families. Social networks can provide valuable

inter personal and economic resources by providing collaborative child care,

informational support and role modelling.
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"Children are not disadvantaged by living in nontraditional family structures;

rather they are victimized by cultural intolerance and a reluctance to accep! embrace,

and celebrate family diversity''(Demo, 2000, p. 20). Therefore, as a society, we need to

recognize and be sensitive to multiple dimensions of family diversity and how they

intersect with one another.

Theoretical Interventions

There are many theoretical approaches that have been suggested to help

understand the dynamics of families with adolescents, and to intervene with families

facing challenges.

This literature review \Mill highlight the family life cycle approach; the ecological

approach; the parent-centered approach; solution-focussed brief therapy; goup therapy;

and a solution-oriented parent goup.

The Family Life Cycle

McGoldrick and Carter (1982) view the family as the basic unit of emotional

development and have identified six predictable stages of the normal family life cycle:

the unattached young adult, the newly married couple, the family with young children,

the family of adolescents, launching children, and the family in later life. In the life

cycle of a family, individuai members pass through a succession of family roles. A

family with adolescents needs to be adaptable and flexible as the adolescent adapts to

both his/her role changes and to the responses of the environment to those changes, as
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well as the changing roles of the parents. (Stern, Van Slyck & Newland (1992)'

McGoldrick and Carter (1982) state that families with adolescents must establish

different boundaries than families with children. The boundaries must now be

permeable to encourage the adolescent to become independent - "flexible boundaries that

allow the adolescent to move in and be dependent at times when they cannot handle

things on their own, and to move out and experiment with increasing independence when

they are ready" (McGoldrick & Carter,l982,p. lS3). For the adolescent to establish

autonomy, they need to become gradually more responsible for their own decision

making, yet feel the security of parental guidance.

The emergence of an adolescent in the family life cycle often results in a period

of upheaval (Martin & Martin, 2000; Stern, Van Slyck, & Newland,1992). Some parents,

in an attempt to retain the control, continue to reach for solutions that used to work in

earlier stages. Many parents continue to have the mind set that they can "parent with

power" as they did when their children were younger (Todd, 2000). Families become

stuck when parents attempt to control the adolescent when this can no longer be

achieved, or when the parents give up and allow the adolescent complete freedom

without parental authority (McGoldrick & Carter, 1982).

A family with adolescents undergoes transformations (Preto, 1989; Small, 1991).

"The family itself is transformed from a unit that nurtures young children to one that is a

preparation centre for the adolescent's entrance into the worl<i of adult responsibilities

and commitments" (Preto, 1989, p.255). Shifts occur in relationship patterns across

generations. The adolescent matures physically, the parent enters midlife, and the
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grandparents age. Parents often struggle to adjust to their adolescent's development as

well as to their own midlife developmental changes, which may include the marital

relationship, changing economic and social resources, physical decline, and revised

family structure (Small, 1991).

The period of adolescence demands structural shifts and renegotiation of roles in

families, potentially involving at least three generations (Preto, 1989; McGoldrick and

Carter, 1982). It is not uncommon for parents and grandparents to redefine their

relationships during this time, as well as for parents to renegotiate their marriage and

their careers, and for siblings to question their position in the family (Preto, 1989). The

demands of adolescence often serve as catalysts for reactivating emotional issues, and

triangles are formed. Conflict between parents, and conflict between grandparents often

occurs.

The Ecolosical Aooroach

The ecological perspective presents a metaphor for seeing the client as coexisting

with his or her environment, not as existing separately from the environment (Teall,

2000). This perspective acknowledges that the client functions reciprocally with the

environment.

Small (1991), Siegler (1998), and Havas and Bonnar (1999) note that changes in

society and the nature of adolescence have contributed to the challenge of raising

adolescents today. They claim that families in contemporary society face a number of

stresses as they attempt to raise their adolescent into a healthy, productive adult. Work
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with families of adolescents must empower parents and teenagers to recognize the

sources of societal stress. As the demands for an educated workforce has increased, so

has the time of dependence for the adolescent, creating a "semi adult" (Havas & Bonnar,

1999, p 121 ). Havas and Bonnar feel communities are eroding and the availability of

adults to act as role models, mentors and friends has decreased. Havas and Bonnar claim

aprivatízed model of the family has emerged, with the emphasis on the power of the

family to provide all that is necessary for children. Families themselves are held

accountable for all that goes wrong. The reality is quite the opposite. "Families are

neither independent nor autonomous but rather are dependent on society both for

society's infrastructure and its distribution of resources; society shapes much of what

happens to adolescents as they enter the adult world" (Havas & Bonnar, 1999, p. 123).

Adolescents today are confronted with a gteatrange of decisions that carry

inherent risk, such as drug use, and sexual behavior, both which may result in acquiring

AIDS and its life threatening consequences ( Havas & Bonnar, 1999; Martin & Martin,

2000). Havas & Bonnar (1993) report that both youth and parents are at risk. Factors

that contribute to the parent's risk include the conditions of work ( long hours and low

wages), inadequate economic supports, the emergence of the privatized family, the ethic

of hyperindividualism, the erosion of informal supports, and the proliferation of media

reports on adolescent behavior and parenting, which have led to confusion about what is

normal or best for parenting (Small & Eastman, t9914 Havas & Bonnar, 1999). Small &

Eastman suggest that parents, during this time, are likely to feel less adequate and more

anxious and stressed, than when their children were younger'
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At the same time that adolescents are facing new and potentially dangerous

situations, parents are counselled to separate themselves and to give their adolescent

space. The traditional theory that adolescence is a time to separate fails to acknowledge

the potentially dangerous situations that adolescents face daily. "At the very time that

family and community would be most imporûant, adolescents are in effect abandoned, in

the name of autonomy" (Havas & Bonnar, 1999, p.125). Parents are burdened to be

everything and to provide everything to their adolescent, while receiving almost no

supports, and are blamed when things go wrong.

Havas & Bonnar (1999) suggest using a combination of the following approaches

to work with parents of adolescents: feminist therapy, and family systems therapy, along

with public health and psychoeducational strategies. The feminist model challenges the

concept that individuation and autonomy indicate a mature person. Feminists have

argued that, for lvomen, their fullest development comes in the context of relationship,

not in maximizing their separateness. In using this approach, Havas and Bonnar claim

the adolescents's separation from the parent would no longer be the major goal, but

developing mutuality would be the aim. The public health model examines the

environmental roots of health problems, not just the symptoms of the problems. Havas &

Bonnar suggest that in applying this model to families with adolescents, one needs to

examine why so many youth are at risk, and then address those risk factors, rather than

emphasizing family interaction. Developing social and family policies that foster

adolescent well being is what is required. An ecological, systemic approach needs to be

extended to include the social risks faced by all parents in raising adolescents, along with
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familial, cultural, and ethnic diversity. A psychoeducational model moves away from

blaming the parent to viewing the parents as resources and collaborators in the treatment

process.

Havas and Bonnar (1999) promote a holistic model that enables the therapist to

ally with the parents in their role as guides for their adolescents, rather than suggesting

that the parents need to let go. The 'balancing act' performed by the therapist should

include moving between the personal and the broader context, to help families

understand their problems in the wider social context. This can be achieved by asking

the parents to explore how they perceive the job of parenting in today's culture, and the

challenges facing their adolescent. According to Havas & Bonnar (1999) acknowledging

and validating the parent's concerns and challenges, empowers parents and reduces the

guilt and blame families may be feeling. Therapy should also encourage the family to

explore its connection to the wider community. "Therapists who are able to move from

connecting psychological mechanisms to familial pain and toward connecting familial

pain to social context will truly empower parents rather than making them defensivel'

(Havas & Bonnar, 1999,p.132).

From an ecological perspective, Small & Eastman (1991) suggest that the role of

parents is to advocate and support their children, and to become coordinators and links to

experts, individuals, groups, and institutions which can help them raise their children.

Parent - Centered Approaches

Triantafillou (2002) claims that the central assumption of most parent-centered
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approaches to family disharmony is that the parents of youth with disruptive behaviorial

difficulties are viewed as not having the parental skills or competence necessary to

effectively manage their youths' behaviors. He claims that the parent-child interaction

patterns promote the youths' behaviors, He describes these parental patterns as follows:

the parent directly reinforces deviant youth behavoir; the parent uses commands

frequently and ineffectively; the parent is more violent and critical in the use of

punishment; the parent fails to attend to the youths' appropriate and prosocial behaviors,

and the parent is more permissive (Triantafillou,2002,p.24). Miller & Prinz (1990)

state that in parent - centered approaches, the youth's behavior is viewed as being

"acquired and maintained primarily through social learning processes in the family''

(p.291). Therefore, the youth's behavior is negatively reinforced by the parents.

Parent Management Training (PlvfÐ programs have been developed to train

parents in strategies that help reduce their youths' problem behaviors, and to develop

prosocial interactions within the family (Triantafilloq 2002). Miller & Prinz (1990, p.

292) claimthat most PMI have the following intervention strategies: (a) accurate

labelling of youth's behavior; (b) refocussing from antisocial behavior to emphasizing

prosocial goals; (c) daily tracking of specific youth behavior; (d) reinforcement

strategies; (e) using alternatives to punishment; (f) effective communication; and

(g) learning to anticipate and solve problems. The role of the facilitator is to teach

parenting strategies through the use of modelling, role playing, home practice, and

feedback, With this approach, parents learn new skills that they practice at home with

their youth.
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According to Triantafillou (2002) research indicates that PMT programs work

more effectively with preadolescent children. He claims "the older the problem child,

the less parental practices will improve as a result of parent training and, therefore, the

less the child's behaviors improve" (p. 28)'

Solution Focussed Brief TheraPY

Solution-focussed brief therapy (SFBT) is a another intervention that can be used

with families experiencing relational difficulties. It is in line with humanist approaches

to social work, as both view humans as having the capacity for growth and change (Early

& GlenMaye,2000). Individuals and families all have many capabilities, abilities, and

strengths (deShazer, Berg, Lipchuk, Nunnally, Molnar, Gingerish &Weiner-Davis, 1986;

Early and GlenMaye;2000; Metcalf, 1995). SFBT attempts to understand clients in

terms of their strengths, by systematically examining the family's skills, abilities,

knowledge, resources, and desires that can be used in some way to help meet client goals

(Early & GlenMaye,2000; Metcalf, 1995). From an empowennent perspective, this

means that families already are competent, or have the capacity to become competent.

SFBT assumes that people have the knowledge that is important in defining their

situations, the problematic aspects as well as their potential and actual solutions. The

client,s knowledge about how they have managed so far can be useful in building their

futwe. It honors the client's expertness and internal knorvledge of the situation (de

Shazer, Berg, Lipchuk, Nunnally, Molnar, Gingerich & Weiner-Davis,1986; Early &

GlenMaye, 2000). A strengths perspective also helps parents to reflect in a way to
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discover their own sfengths. Exceptions are defined as anytime the problem does not

occur or is less problematic (de Shazer, 1991). If an exception is found then the

counsellor asks questions to help the client understand the structure of the exception' If

exceptions can not be found, then the counsellor looks for hypothetical solutions to the

problem through the use of "Miracle Questions" ( de Shazer, 1988)'

The major focus of SFBT is collaboration and partnership between the social

worker and the clients. Families are the partners in the intervention. The social worker

does not have the sole responsibility for making things better. Collaboration begins with

the client defining their situation, the outcomes desired, and putting forth ideas about

how to pursue the goal and produce outcomes. Together, the social worker and family

members take action, access resources, learn skills, and practice behaviors that they have

collaboratively decided will improve the family's life (Early & GlenMaye,2000)'

de Shazer et at (1986) state that solution -focussed efforts do no not define the

problem, rather, they help the family to see what they are already doing right (when the

problem is not a problem), and they hetp the family create a vision of how life will be

like when they no longer have the problem. Metcalf (1995) claims that language plays a

central role in how we perceive ourselves and our behaviors, therefore, redescribing

situations can often lead to different percepions and differing behaviours. She says that

listening and suggesting different descriptions of the parents' stories helps the parents see

their problems in new ways. This reauthorship may then encourage nerrr behaviors and

relieve the person of feeling hopeless, motivating them to engage in new behaviors that

do not support the "problem" (Metcalf, 1995, p. 38). Through shaping and emphasizing
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non-problem times, parents reduce their focus on what's wrong with their family' and

they begin to increase their focus on strengths and resiliency (Todd' 2000)' All the

therapist and crient need to know is .,How witt we know when the problem is solved" (de

Shazer, 1986, P. 210).

Group TheraPY

Groups can provide an important social support, offering problem solving, and

education for families. Mutual aid between group members is established so that

members can support one another, confront each other, and provide suggestions and

ideas from their own experiences, thereby helping themselves as they help each other

(Gitterman & Shulman, 1986)'

Groupsshiftthesorrrceofhelpingfromthegoupleadertothemembers

themselves. Nine processes of mutual aid identified by goup theorists Gitterman and

Shulman (1986), are 
oosharin gdata,the dialectical process, entering taboo areas' the "a11

in the same boat" phenomenon, mutual support' mutual demand' individual problem

solving, rehearsal, and the strengths in numbers phenomenon" (p' 9)' In sharing data'

soup members can provide each other with ideas, facts, beliefs, and resources which

havebeensuccessfulforthem.Thedialecticalprocessprovidesgoupmemberswitha

forum to debate differing ideas. It broadens the scope of both the problems and

solutions. Some members in the goup may be more willing to discuss taboo subjects'

which, in turn, encourages other group members to open up and discuss taboo topics'

The experiencing of ideas and emotions lends to the feeling that group members are not
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alone, but rather they are all in the same boat' Mutual aid in groups can be observed by

how group members support one another. Mutual demand is observed when group

members challenge and confront each other' Groups provide action from members as

individuals feel that they have to respond to the matters at hand. The strength in numbers

aspect of the group setting provides members with the knowledge that they are not alone'

and that together they can tackle anything'

According to Toseland and Rivas (1984) group work can be defined as a goal

directed activrty which refers to pranned, orderþ, worker activities. It "involves helping

group members gain greater control over the organizational and environmental systems

that affect their lives" (Toseland and Rivas, 1984, p't2)' Toseland and Rivas note that

workers have a dual focus with g¡oups - goal directed activities with both individual

members andthe group as a whole'

Treatment groups are composed so that members share common concerns'

problems and abilities. Members of treatment groups are bonded together by their

common needs and their common situations (Toseland and Rivas, 1984)' There are four

main purposes of treatment groups - education, gfowth, remediation, and socialization'

Educational groups help members learn about themselves and their society' Growth

groups stress self improvement and the potential to live a full and rewarding life'

Remedial groups help members change their behavior, cope with their problems' or

rehabilitatc themselves. Socialization groups help members improve their personal skills

by participating in progÊm activities'

Glassman and Kates (1990, p. iß-2\ indicate there are eight values of a
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humanistic approach to group work practice. They include: (1) People have inherent

worth and capabilities regardless of race, class, status, age, gender, as well as physical

and psychotogical condition, (2) People are responsible for and to one another,

(3) People have the right to belong and to be included, (4) People have the right to take

part and to be heard, (5) Peopte have the right to freedom ofspeech and expression'

(6) Differences among people are enriching, (7) People have the right to freedom of

choice, and to determine their own destinies and (S) People have the right to challenge

and question professionals. Incorporating these values into groups with parents of

adolesoents demonstrates the importance of respecting each family member and the

group as a whole.

Group therapy interventions can benefit from the use of a co-leadership model.

Corey & Corey (lggz)claim that a co - leader model provides goup members with an

opportunity to gain from the perspective of t'wo leaders. The goup leaders can learn

from one another and provide valuable support from each other when they meet before

and after each session. Co- leaders can help each other manage the intensity of the

group,s emotions, and can spell each other off during difficult sessions. Co- leaders can

shift the leadership role back and forth, and intervene when one leader gets stuck or

caught by one member of the goup. Rayter (1999) strongly recommends co- facilitating

solution focussed groups. She points out that while one facilitator is directing the

process, the other facilitator can listen for, and laok fcr resources, skills and

competencies that are being demonstrated by the parents. Facilitators are then able to

use these observations to compliment the parents on their existing abilities.
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There are potential disadvant¿ges of implementing a co- leadership model' corey

and corey (1992) indicate that most of the disadvantages of co- leading include the poor

selection of a co- leader and the failure of the co leaders to meet regularly. co- leaders

should have a rerationship that is based on trust and respect. If that is lacking, then co-

leaders may work at cross purposes with one another. co- leadership interventions take

more time. Co- leaders should meet before and after each session to debrief to ensure

more effective grouP leadershiP'

parents of adolescents often feel that they are alone in their struggles. Group

work can help dismiss this notion. Rayter (1999) claims that for parents who are already

experiencing problems, engaging the adolescent to attend family therapy sessions can at

times be diffrcult. Rayter's (1999) Solution oriented Parent Group does not require the

teenager, or both parents to attend the gfoup session. This relieves the pressure of

bringing an unwilling parent and/ or teenager to the session' The group works with who

comes in a systemic way, by examining, challenging, and changing the parents' way of

thinking about their teenager. By shifting their thinking, the parents' own behaviors may

change in a way that reflects this new perspective'

A Solution-Oriented Parent Group

Metoalf (1998) claims that in the past, parenting groups were designed to be

psychoeducational and therapeutic interventions for improving parendng skills (p' 160)'

The curriculum was developed to teach the "unskilled, inexperienced, or unsuccessful

parent" (Metcalf, 1998, p. 160) how to be more effective with their children' Parents
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were given information and were expected to try out new techniques at home with their

children.

solution focussed brief therapy assumes that people should develop their own

ideas and srategies. Adding solution focussed brief therapy concepts to the group

process includes looking for exceptions, doing something different, finding out what's

working, and celebrating successes (Metcalf, 1995, p. 153)' Solution oriented parent

groups shift the focus from looking at the problems, to looking for solutions' The goal of

thegroupistoempowerparticipantstosolvetheirownproblems.

Metcalf (1998) proposes that solution focussed goup sessions offer parents an

opportunity to explore where they have been successful in the past in parenting their

children, and to begin to understand how they produced those successes' Solution

focussed groups also provide an opportufiity for parents to examine which parenting

strategies worked for them in the past. The goups assist the parents in feeling suocessful

as parents as they recognize that they are the experts in their family and have the answers

they need. The goal for the goup is to "help parents realize that they can become more

skilful when they perceive their teenagers differently and when they see themselves as

competent and important in their teenager's life'(Metcalf, 1998, p' 162)' She notes that

when the group progresses, and the parents discover when their relationship with their

adolescent worked, there was an improvement in parent-child communication and

solution develoPment.

The benefit of using a solution focussed approach is that the solution orientation

assumes that there is a 'snowball effect', meaning that "if one person changes' the
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interactions eventually must change, since the behavior will not be the same" (Metcalf'

1995, p. 153). In two parent families, this assumption relieves the stress and/or conflict

if one parent does not want to attend the sessions. Therefore, if one parent attends' the

.snowball effect' may take place, and positive changes may occuf in the family'

dynamics.

IncorPorati

Adolescents. A Manual For Facilitators (Rayter, 1999) as a group intervention provides

a framework for respecting parents as the experts of their home life, and acknowledging

the skills, abilities, and knowledge each parent brings with them to the gouP, while at

the same time, celebrating family diversity. This model views parents as competent and

resilient, yet recognizes the societal stresses of raising adolescents today' The gfoup

itself can provide support, mutual aid and a sense of community' Parents oan share their

experiences, their successes, and their resogces. No parent needs to feel isolated and

alone, as they can have the support and encouragement of other goup members to help

them through the tough times. After all, as Bibby (2001) claims, " the kids are alright' so

let's enjoy them and this stage of development of the family life cycle" (p' 13)'

In light of all the above theoretical frameworks for intervention within families

who are experiencing difficulty living with an adolescent,I propose ahumanistic gfoup

for parents of teenagers that is centered on humanistic values like those noted by

Gitterman and shulinan (1986). irrcorporating a family life cycle approach assists the

family in knowing when they need to make the necessary shifts in boundaries that can

allow the adolescent to become more responsible for making his/her own decisions'
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while atthe same time having the security of parental gUidance. Acknowledgement of an

ecolcgical approach emphasizes that there are abundant societal stresses in raising

adolescents today. This approach can assist to empower parents as advocates and

supporters of their children, by encouraging parents to connect to the wider community'

A strengths perspective looks at the family's strengths and acts to develop a collaborative

relationship between the client and the social worker' Group work helps parents realize

that they are not alone, and that they oan learn from one another' The Solution-Oriented

(Rayter, 1999) provides a framework that incorporates these values, therefore, this writer

decided to utilize the manual for her practicum'
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ChaPter 3

PRACTICUM INTERVENTION

This chapter reviews the practicum intervention utilized by this writer. The target

population for this group is identified, along with the selection criteria used to identiff

potential group participants. The setting for this practicum is described, indicating the

location and timing of the group sessions. Census Data obt¿ined through Statistics

Canada (1996) provides a neighbourhood profile of group participants'

personnel and procedures utilized in this practicum are identified. The duration

of the $oups are explained. Recordings and supervision for this practicum are indicated'

Ethical considerations are explored and identified'

Clients

The target population for this g.oup intervention was parents of high risk

teenagers. High risk behaviors were defined as drug and alcohol abuse, use of violence'

gang involvement, running away behaviors, and school related problems' Groups were

planned to serve 5 - 8 participants. The gfoup size was kept small to encourage members

to be open and honest with one another, and to promote support among members'

Written approval to conduct this writer's practicum at a local high school was

obtained from Winnipeg School Division Research, Planning and Technology

Department on September 30,2003 (see Appendix O, p'l13)'

potential participants for the goup were selected by the high school's guidance

counsellors, and Karen Dana, a social worker employed by the Child Guidance Clinic of
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Winnipeg. This writer attended two meetings, which included three guidance

counsellors, Karen Dana, and Susan Anderson, the former vice principal of the high

school. The purpose of the meetings was to discuss the group and to develop a list of

parents who might benefit from the group. some of the parents identified had children

who were also enrolled in an Attention Deficit Disorder Support Group, which was

offered through the school. The adolescents ranged in age from fourteen to seventeen'

All of the parents who were identified were initially informed of the group by the

guidance counsellors. Those interested received a pre-screening phone interviewby this

writer, informing them of the goals of the group and the duration of the group' Parents

were also asked to describe the problems they were experiencing at home' Common

themes and issues were raised by all parents contacted.

Due to the systemic nature of solution Focussed Brief Therapy, it was sufficient

if only one parent in the family committed to attending group sessions' If both parents

committed, they were treated as individual parents with their own and separate

relationship with their adolescent. If parent(s) expressed an interest, they were asked to

committo attend all six sessions of the group'

The first group was held in Novemb er 2002. Five parents participated in the

group. All of the parents had at least one child with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity

Disorder (ADrD). Of the five, one couple attended. The couple had four children' and

were aitencing the group to improve their relationship with their 17 year old son who

had ADHD. The father had a Masters in Engineering, and was previously in the miliøry

He was currently working as an engineer. The mother worked part- time at a meat
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mafket. The other participants were female parents whose partners were not in

attendance. One mother was in the üavel business' She had four boys' two of whom had

ADHD. Her concern was her 16 year old ADHD son. Another mother was an

esthetician, with four children, two of whom had ADHD' She was attending to receive

helpinparentingheryoungestdaughterwhowaslTyeæsold,andhadADHD.The

other mother worked in the school system, and had two children' she was attending to

gain understanding in parenting her l7 year old ADHD son'

I The second group was held in February 2003. Eight parents participated in this

goup. one couple were the biological parents of 3 boys who ranged in ages from 11

tol9. The father was an arohitectural engineer, the mother !\¡as a teacher' They were

attending to learn new skills in parenting their 16 year old son' Another couple attended

as well. They did not live together, however the man attended to support his partner in

parenting her four boys, who ranged in ages from 14 to 21 years old' she worked in an

office, he was a mechanic. Two women attended without their partners' Their daughters

were friends. one was a child care worker and had two children' Her daughter was 15'

her son was 2g. She was attending to learn how to better parent her daughter. The other

woman worked in an emergency department of a hospital, and had two children' Her

daughter was 14, her son was 17. She was attending "to pick up a few pointers" in

parenting. Another participant was a single dad of a 15 year old daughter' He had a

military background anc was nÐw employed as an instructor at a community college'

His goal for attending the group was to improve and strengthen his relationship with his

daughter.Theotherparentwasafather,whosepartnerattendedtheNovembet2002
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goup. He was attending to improve his relationship with his 17 year old daughter'

Setting

The setting of this practicum was the child Guidance clinic of winnipeg (cGC)'

Karen Dana, a social worker from the CGC agreed to co- facilitate two parent gfoups'

The program ran out of a local high school. sue Anderson, the former vjce Principal of

the high school strongly supported this project. The high school is situated in the North

River Heights area of winnipeg. Ten out of the thirteen participants lived in the North

River Heights area. The other three lived in neighbouring communities'

According to the most recent available Census Data generated through Statistics

canada in 1996, the North River Heights area has a population of 5,720' It should be

noted that this writer attempted to obtain the census 2001 data, but was informed by

Statistics Canada that it was not available yet'

The total number of families with children in this a¡ea is 1,020. of these

families, 77.5 %were married couples with children,5.4o/o were common-law couples

with childre n, !4.7o/owere one parent (female) and2.5o/o were one pafent (male)' The

average family size in the North River Heights area ranged ftom23'l% which were

composedof 3 persons,23.4%of 4personfamilies, and 10'2 %with 5 ormorepersons

in their family (Statistics Canada, 1996)'

The average income of ma¡ried and commcnJaw couple farniliei in North River

Heights a¡ea in 1996 was 582,249. For female lead one- parent families the average

income was $51,448, for male lead one- pafent families the average income was $67,464'
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The incidence of low income families was  .7Yo(Statistics canadq 1996)'

Thetotalnumberofyouthagedli-2|was630.ofthattote1''76,20lowere

attending school full-time, 4.8%were attending school part-time' and 19'0% were not

attending school. The number of people 15 years of age and older was 4'475' The

education attainment of those 15 years of age and older included the following: l'3 o/o

had less than grade 9;12.6%had grade 9-12 without secondary certificate; 6'1% had

grade 9- 1 2 with secondary certificate; 4.4% hadnon-university-without certifi cate or

diploma; 1,3.3%had non-university - without certificate or diploma; l3j% had non-

university - with certificate or diploma; 18.2%had university without degree; and 44'0%

had university with degree (Statistics Canada" 1996)'

There are2,!60dwellings in North River Heights. of these' 96'50/o are single-

detached houses, 1.9% apartments or detached duplexes, and l'60/o apartment buildings

less than five stories (Statistics Canada,1996)'

The statistics for change in residence indicates ttrat it is a stable neighbourhood,

in that 62.7o/oof residents did not move within a five year period (from 1991-1996)' This

would allow for making similar comparisons of the above data with today'

It should be noted that many students who attend this high school do not live in

the area, but chose to attend the school. These students would not reflect the census

Data indicated above, but would reflect a diverse background, both culturally and

economicallY.
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Personnel

A co- leadership model was implemented utilizing this writer and a colleague,

Karen Dana, social worker with CGC. Karen Dana and this writer met before and after

each session to debrief the sessions. Prior to each session, we decided who would take

what section of the session. I took more of the leader role in the sessions to further

develop my skills in group facilitation. Karen Dana provided support throughout the

sessions by helping maintain the emotional intensity of the gtouP, and by sharing her

perspective on group topics. Karen also helped out when I felt 'stuck' or didn't know

how to respond to a comment made by group participants. Strengths and challenges of

each session were discussed following the sessions.

The benefits of a co- leadership model are many, as indicated in the literature

review. As one facilitator was directing the goup, the other facilitator observed and

listened for resources, skills and competencies that were being demonstrated by the

parents. These observations were used through out the sessions to compliment the

parents on their strengths.

This writer was responsible for all of the organizational details of the gtoup, as it

was her practicum experience. Both the admissions and follow up interview were

conducted by this writer. The group sessions were primarily lead by this writer, with the

support of my co-facilitator who guided the group process and helped manage the

intensity of the groupis emotions. This writer implemented the evaluation tools and

analysed the results.
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Procedures

This writer met with three guidance counsellors, the former vice principal of the

school and the co-facilitator to describe the group's goal and format, and to develop a list

of potential participants. Selection criteria included parents of high risk adolescents

attending the high school. High risk behaviors were defined as drug and alcohol abuse,

use of viole1ce, gang involvement, running away behaviors, and school related issues'

Screening out criteria included situations of physical and sexual abuse, and addicted

parents.

Potential participants for the goup were first approached by the guidance

counsellors of the school, informing them of the group's goals and format' If parents

were interested in the group, the guidance counsellor asked for permission for this writer

to interview them bY Phone.

parents were interviewed by this writer and assessed by the facilitators, for their

suitability to join the grouP

Manual For Facilitators (Rayter, 1999). The interview oonsisted of a series of questions

asked by the facilitators. The questions had been adapted from Metcalf (1998, pp' 55-56)

and were as follows: (1) Tell me what you think I need to know about the problem that

has brought you here today? (2) when you look back, when was it that the problem did

not affect you as much as it does now? what went on that was different from now?

what did you do thcn that maclc thirrgs different? what did others do? (3) when you

have completed the goup therapy, what will you be doing differently that will assure you

and your famity that you are ready to leave? How will others know? who will notice
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first? (4) How will other people at work and in other relationships know your life is back

on track? (5) What is your goal(s) for your g.oup therapy experience? and (6) On a scale

of one to ten where one represents the problem is in conÍol of you, and where ten

represents you are in control of the problem, where are you currently in aehieving youf

stated goal? (See APPendix B, P. 95).

suitability for group therapy was determined by the common themes identified

by the parents; the adolescents high risk behaviors; and the ages oftheir teenagers'

Rayter (1999) claims it is important that parents have similar type issues of comparable

senousness

All the parents who attended the November 2002 group had one or more children

with ADHD. Common themes that emerged in these admissions interviews forboth

groups included: school attendance and performance,lack of positive communication

with the teenagers, disruptive behaviors,lack of respect from their teenagers, drug use,

and frustration in parenting, as well as unity in parenting'

Once suitability was established, the parent(s) were informed of the goals and

format, and were invited to attend the gfoup. Parents were requested to commit to

attending all 6 grouP sessions.

Duration of Service

Tr¡ve Solution-Oriented Pal'ent Groups: Strategies For Farents. A Manual For

Facilitators (Rayter, 1999) were formulated - one in November 2002 and one in February

2003. parents attended one of these groups. Participants were expected to attend all 6
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sessions to complete the program. McKeel (1996) notes that most clients come to

therapy expecting it to be brief. He notes that the majority of studies conducted have

indicated that the median length of treatment ranges from six to eight sessions, with

about 50% of the clients terminating their therapy by the fifth session'

This writer chose the six week parent group titled Solution-Oriented Parent

Groups: Strategies For Parents. A Manual For Facilitators (Rayter, 1999) which adheres

to this time frame. The format of the group was closely followed. Each session was 2 -

2 yzhot¡rsin length. Although this writer did not receive any contact from the group

participants between sessions, Karen Dana did have contact with some of the parents due

to the nature of her position at the school. A two month follow up phone survey was

conducted with the ParticiPants'

Recording

Facilitators recorded participant attendance. The 'Miracle Question' exercise

was conducted at the first session and recorded on individual flip chart paper (see

Appendix K, P. 107).

Homework assignments were given each week and were to be discussed the

following week. In Session 2 and3 a scaling question on their relationship with their

teenager was asked and recorded on a flip chart paper. The scaling question was as

follows, .'When considering the relationship you have with your adoiescent, I rvant you to

scale this relationship on a scale from one to ten. Number one is the worst your

situation has ever been, and ten is where the best could be. Think about your current
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status, and mark it on the scale". ln the final session, the same scaling question was

asked to provide comparison information. Scaling questions assist the parents in

defining their goals specifically, thereby making them easier to achieve (Metcalf, 1995)'

Scaling questions offer small steps to take to slowly move away from the problem's

influence.

A Group Evaluation Form was given to participants to determine the

effectiveness of the goup sessions. It was glven to the November 2002 group at the last

session. The form was mailed to the February 2003 group (see Appendix M, p' 109)' A

two month follow up interview utilizing the relationship scaling question was conducted.

The interview was conducted by this writer via the.telephone (see Appendix L, p. 108).

Supervision

Supervision of this writer was conducted by Kim Clare, who was this writer's

faculty advisor, and chair of this writer's Practicum Committee. All group sessions were

videotaped with the permission of the participants, and were reviewed by this writer to

provide an opportunity of self reflection. Kim Clare reviewed parts of the videos with

this writer, and provided valuable feedback on group processes, and the facilitation of the

goup. A co- facilitation model was utilized to provide additional supervision. Karen

Dana represented CGC, and agreed to be on this writer's committee. She also provided

weekly feedback and support, in co- facilitating the parent goups. Karen Rayter agreed

to be my consultant Í'or the running of this parent gtroup. The third committee member

was Don Fuchs, Dean of the Faculty of Social Work at the University of Manitoba.
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Ethical Considerations

Informed consent was obt¿ined from the parent(s) prior to participating in the

prog"am (see Appendix N, p. 111). The form included the identity of the researchgr,

(myself¡ and my co- facilitator, Karen Danq along with Kim Clare, my faculty advisor'

The purpose and duration of the study was explained, as well as the procedures'

Confidentiality issues were add¡essed stating that all information would be held in

confidence, except in those situations where knowledge that someone vras in danger of

injury, or harm, was gained by the facilitator(s). Information gathered throughout the

study remained confidential in that names were not shared with anyone' The form also

indicated that the sessions would be videotaped for the purpose of the researcher's skill

development and would be carefully secured by the faciliøtor(s). The videotapes were

reviewed by the facilitators and the faculty supervisor only. Parents were informed that

participation in the proglam was strictþ voluntary and that they could withdraw at any

point in the study without interfering with the ongoing services of the Child Guidance

Clinic.
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Chapter 4

SOLUTIoNORIENTEDPARENTGROT]PSESSIONS

Karen RaYter's (1999)

Of Adolescents. A Manual For Facilitators was utilized for this practicum' Groups

sessions closely followed the sessions as Rayter had laid them out. Exceptions were

made when the facilitators ran out of time to complete the entire sessions. In those

situations, the facilitators began the following session where they had left off in the last

sessron.

This chapter will describe each session in detail, and provide comments made by

goup participants. Observations and learning acquired by this writer, along with

comments related to this writer's personal learning goals will be described in Chapter 5.

Session One: Changing the Viewing

The first session was titled "Changing the Viewing". In this session the program

outline was reviewed (see Appendix C,p.97). The program's positive direction was

stessed in that it focussed on finding solutions rather than being problem focussed. The

facilitators introduced themselves followed by an intoduction by each parent. Ground

rules were discussed focussing on confidentiality, sharing by participants, a commitment

to all six sessions, and the completion of homework tasks'

Each parent was then asked to reflect on vrhy they are afænding the group by

answering the question, *what brought you hete". Answers \ /ere processed in the large

goup and recorded on a flip chart. Answers for both groups included: looking for the
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"missing link"; " looking for tools" in parenting teenagers; leaming to set limits and

boundaries with teens; using appropriate consequences and follow through; learning how

to discipline teens; learning age appropriate behaviors and activities for teens; dealing

with power struggles; and building positive relationships with their teenagers. Other

issues included developing honesty and trust with their teens; addressing the drug use by

their teens; and dealing with school related issues. As noted earlier, the November 2002

group all had children with ADHD and this group wanted to learn how to parent an

ADHD adolescent. One parent from the February 2003 group wanted help with

parenting her 16 year old son who did not take his diabetes seriously.

The 'Miracle Question' was then posted on flip chart paper. The 'Miracle

Question' is as follows, "Suppose when you go to sleep tonight, a miracle happens and

the problems that brought you here today are solved. But since you are asleep, however,

you don't know the miracle has happened until you wake up tomorrow. What would be

the very first thing you would notice tomorrow morning that would tell you that a miracle

has happened, that something is different today than it was yesterday" (de Shazer, 1988,

p.113). All parents were given time to process this question. Each parent's response \ilas

then recorded on flip chart paper and was processed in the large group. The common

themes that emerged from this question included their teenagers taking more

responsibility for their own life, both personally and academically. The parents all

wanted open and honest communication with their teenagers, which included mutual

respect. They wanted to be able to enjoy each other's company and to spend more

quality time with their teens. They wanted to laugh and joke more with their teenagers.
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One parent summed it up by saying she wanted to work towards "peace' harmony' health'

humor, and happiness". Parents indicated that if this miracle happened, they would feel

more relaxed, happy, proud, and confident that their teens were going to be all right'

Parents felt that there would be less tension in the home, freeing them up to do some self

care themselves.

A handout was then given to the parents titled "Helpful Assumptions for Parents"

(Rayter, lggg,p. 16). The assumptions \ /ere as follows: change is inevitable; a small

change is all that is necessary; parents and adolescents have strengths and resources to

change; if it works, don't fix it; if it doesn't work, do something different; no problem

happens all the time; and there are many ways to look at a situation - none is more

correct than others. Rayter (1999) claims that these core assumptions help to bridge the

gap between the problem and the "miracle"'

Another handout on perceptions was given to the parents. It depicts an old/young

lady. Parents wefe asked to look at the picture and determine what they saw' They were

then asked to look more closely to see if they could see both the young and old lady (see

Appendix D, p. 98). Group responses were processed. All parents were eventually able

to see both the young and the ord rady. In processing this exercise the parents realized

the importance of how we all see things differently, and that one way is not the only way

to view things. Parents were complimented on their sfengths and coping strategies,

throughout the session.

An individual survey of a self assessment of skills and qualities was given to

parents to complete at home (see Appendix E, p.99). This survey encouraged parents to
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self reflect on their various relationships, and what was happening in the 'good times''

The following homework assignment was given to parents, "Over the next

week, I want you to write down all the positive behaviors you observe in your

relationship with yow adolescent that you want to continue to happen" (Rayter, 1999,

p.1e).

Metcalf s (1995) individual diary group diary, was initially considered by this

writer. The diary can help parents discover a broader view of how they might see their

strengths in other areas of their lives. The diary is composed of questions that ask the

parent the reason for attending the group, and how they wilt know when things are better

for them. After each session, parents answer a relationship scaling question. Parents

then are requested to reflect on what they discovered about themselves that would help

them move to a different point on the scale (see Appendix F, p. 100).

The individual diary was to be completed by each member weekly. It was felt by

this writer that it was too onerous of a task to ask parents to do both a homework

assignment as well as the diary. The diary was therefore not used. Data that was lost in

not utilizing this diary include weekly scores to the relationship scaling question, as well

as the discoveries parent made about themselves, and what they need to do to move to a

different point on the scale.

Session Two: Small Steps Lead to Big Change

Session Two was titled "Small Steps Lead to Big Change". It began by reviewing

last week's homework assignment which asked each parent to notice all the positive
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behaviors they noticed in their relationship with their adolescent. Each exception-

oriented behavior was responded to with enthusiasm by the facilitators. All parents were

able to report that their teenager had some, if not many positive behaviors' Most of the

parents notioed that they did have a lot of conversations with their teens, and had even

laughed and joked around with them. Parents began to notice how changing their

responses to their teenagers, resulted in their teenager responding differently to them -

when they were respectful to their teen, respect was given back. They were also aware of

how their teens were being responsible in some areas - they were attending some of the

classes at school. One parent told the goup her son had "smashed up the car"' She was

proud of him for taking responsibility, initiative, and ownership in what he had done'

parents found themselves making more time for their adolescent. one parent shared how

her son was in a skiing competition, at the same time that she was supposed to go to a

funeral. she stated "I chose the living over the dead, and went to his competition, and

although he didn't comment on my coming to watch him,I know he appreciated if''

Another mother informed the group that she had shared her "dream" with her daughter,

and the next day, "she granted me my wish". One parent realized and commented that,

..when we shift our way of thinking, our kids shift their way of thinking and behaving".

They were all amazed that everyone had noticed positive behaviors in their teens, and

were wondering if it was real! parents were reassured by the facilitators that when you

look for positives, more positives are noticed. The reverse is also the same - when you

focus on the negative, that is all you see. Parents were convinced to continue to look for

the positives and to get out of the negative cycle that they were previously experiencing'
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A handout on adolescent development was given to each parent to review. This

handout is educational and helps to normalize each parent's concern regarding their

adolescent and the relationship with him or her. The handout notes that the "primary task

of adolescence is individuation, which sometimes looks like rebellion to parents"

(Rayter, 1999,p. 25). Rayter encourages parents in this handout to reframe rebellion as

"positive signs of independence and intellectual growth" (p.26). Parents laughed and

shared rebellion stories with other group members. Parents found this handout to be very

helpful, and planned to refer to it in the future.

The handout "Descriptive Exercise" (Metcalf, 1997) was given to each parent and

time was given to complete the exercise (see Appendix G, p. 103). This exercise asks for

three considerations and asks the parents to (1) describe their teenager's negative

behavior; (2) describe their reactions to this behavior; and (3) asks if the responses are

working for them. Some of the teenagers' negative behaviors that were identified by the

parents included: swearing, dismissant attitude, substance abuse, being distanVoblivious

towards pafent, defiance and moodiness, "pushing my buttòns", and a son's

"vindictiveness". Parents were then asked to consider doing more of the responses that

work for the next week, and to stop doing those that are not working. After parents

began to identiff their own responses that work or do not work, each parent was asked to

identiff one area that they would like to attend to right away.

A relationship scaling question was then asked of the parents. On flip chart paper

a scale from one to ten was developed. Each parent was asked the following question,

.oWhen considering the relationship you have with your adolescent, I want you to scale
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this relationship on a scale from one to ten. Number one is the worst your situation has

ever been, and ten is where the best could be. Think about the cunent status, and mark it

on the scale". Each parent's response was recorded on the flip chart. Parents were then

asked to identi$'what were some of the things that would be happening in their

relationship with their teenager that would make them move up one point on the scale.

Parents were asked to picture what their scenario would look like. Results of the scaling

question can be found in Table 1.1 on page 67.

Once again, the facilit¿tors and participants complimented the parents on their

gains throughout the session.

An observational homework assignment was given to parents to work on over

the next week: "I want you to notice all the various things you do towards achieving your

goals over the next week" (Rayter, 1999, p.3l).

Session Three: If it Works. Don't Fix It.

Session Three was titled "If It Works, Don't Fix It". Parents were still

commenting on the positives that they had noticed last week. One parent commented,

"It's hard to believe that everyone had such a good week!" Another parent reiterated, "if

you look for the good, you will see it!"

We began processing the homework task from the previous week. The task

asked parents to notice all the things they did towards achieving their goal. The

facilitators amplified and supported positive steps made by parents. Parents reported

that they noticed that when they talked to their teens with respect, their teen was more
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open to listening to what they had to say. One parent shifted her tone of voice when

talking to her daughter. In the past, most conversations included yelling by the mother.

Now, she is having pleasant conversations with her daughter, and they are sharing their

schedules with one another respectfully. Her daughter is now calling her to talk about

positive experiences, rather than dread the call home. A couple of parents dealt with

school issues by not becoming emotionally involved, but rather sitting down and calmly

discussing the consequences ofnot attending school and the future goals oftheir teen.

Parents remarked that it felt better to calmly discuss school issues, and to give the

responsibility back to their teenager, instead of nagging, and getting stressed out over it.

One parent had a conversation with her son's teacher, and together they agreed that her

son would experience natural consequences for not completing his school work, The

parent felt relieved, and commented that it was her son's choice now of whether he

completes his homework. Two parents used humor and sarcasm with their teenagers,

which felt better than getting anry with them. One mother shared a story of how her son

was cranþ and said to her "'What do you want"? The mother replied "peace, harmony

and happiness". He said "pick one". She told him "peace, because if I had peace,

everything else would fall into place". Another family sat down and had a family

meeting to discuss everyone's needs. They were able to develop a plan that met

everyone's needs which allowed the family to live more peacefully together.

A couple of parents had difficulty with this exercise because it focussed on them

personally. One father realized that he had some responsibility in the direction of his

relationship with his daughter. He became self aware, and initially was upset in his lack
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of doing anything himself. He eventually realized that " there is more of what I might be

doing to improve my relationship with my daughter." He replied that at "the end of the

day, I have a choice of if I will be revengeful or kindhearted". He recognizes now that all

he can do is inform his daughter of his morals, values and expectations, and that the

choice is hers. The most important thing for him now is for her to understand that "at the

end of the day she knows she is loved". One mother realized that she wasn't taking care

of herself. She replied that she was o'now going to invest in myself'.

Two handouts on applying new descriptions to negative behaviors were given to

parents. The first handout was "Changing the Description of Behavior" (Rayter, 1999,

p. 35). It was based on how our perceptions of others influence how we act towæds

them. If we alter these perceptions by redescribing their actions, we may also change our

behavior towa¡ds them (see Appendix H, p. 10a).

The second handout was a "Description Exercise" (Metclaf, 1997). The handout

page is divided into tluee columns. The first column lists the new descriptions for their

teenager's behaviors, the second column is the parent's new responses, and the third

column asks has this response worked with you kids, spouse, etc? (See Appendix G,

p. 103). Parents were given time to oomplete both exercises, and responses were

processed in the large group. In the November 2002 group we processed one parent's

example of the homework issue. The group brainstormed how to redescribe this

behavior. It was redescribed as her daughter does the work she wants to, and chooses to

excel at the work she wants to do. Her daughter wants to go to summer school and has

had success in taking courses in the past this way. Summer school was reframed as a
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positive, in that it is intensive work done in a short time with all the homework done in

class, rather than at home. In the February 2003 gfoup, one parent shared the issue of

laziness. The group reframed it as his teen hasn't found a reason to become involved,

and doesn,t see it as a "real need". Another reframe was that he feels like he doesn't

have anything to contribute. Parents in both groups found that when you view issues

differently, from'different lens', you are able to learn how people see things differently'

They recognized that when they made a shift in how they responded, and looked at the

motivation behind the behavior, they were able to shift from looking at the negative to

looking for the positive- to the solutions and strengths of their teenagers.

Following this exercise, parents were then asked to review their scales from the

previous week, and asked to reassess where they were at now, and where they would like

to go from here. parents were then asked to describe how their own behavior might be

different based on their new thoughts generated by the "Redescription Exercise". Parents

were again complimented by the facilitators on their hard work, their openness, and their

willingness to look at things differently.

The scaling question was revisited to mark changes towards the desired direction.

This process looks at the parent's behavior and helps parents to realize that if they act in

a particular way, their teenager will react in a particular way (refer to Table 1.1 on page

67 for scaling question results).

The following homework task was assigned: "Redescribe one problem behavior

and note where you have some success" (Rayter, L999, p' 4l)'
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Session Four: If it Doesnnt Worlc Do Something Different.

Session four was titled "If It Doesn't Work, Do Something Differenf'. The

session began by exploring each parent's further progress towards goal achievement

using last week's task. Progress was recorded on a flip chart paper. The November 2002

group was able to reframe stealing to bonowing; angrylisolated to upset at times and/or

likes his privacy; and teasing and 'button pushing' to attention seeking. The February

2003 group had atready refocussed their view to the positive and didn't identiff negative

behaviors. They identifîed that their teens were t¿king responsibility for school, and

making their own choices in howto manage their time. They made comments such as

they didn't know how it was happening, but their relationship with their teenagers had

improved and that they were experiencing a lot of success in previous problem behaviors.

The facilitators reinforced to both groups, the parents' abilities to both redescribe

problem behavior, and their willingness to let this changed perception reflect in their

own behaviors towards their teenagers. Parents were informed that their different

responses elicited different responses in their teenagers. Exceptions were again amplified

and acknowledged.

The group was asked if there is a parent who felt "stuck" in problem

maintenance, and would be willing to discuss their situation in greater detail. One parent

then described the problem behavior, their response, and if it worked, their redescription

of the problem behavior and their new response, and where they think they got "stuck".

A flip chart was used as a visual aid. The group then brainstormed ideas and sfategies

that might work. The "stuck" parent then assessed and evaluated ideas that fit best for
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them. This exercise was not done with the November 2002 group as they had

individually shared where they were stuck in the previous exercise. The February 2003

group generally discussed how to get more dialogue from their teenager. They

brainstormed ideas and came up with being around more for their teenagers and finding

opporhrnities to talk. One parent found that when his daughter initiated the conversation,

she was a "chatterbox". We discussed school issues and the pressure on teenagers to

know what they wanted to do in their future. Parents came to the conclusion that when

their teenager was interested in something, they would make it happen and put the effort

into succeeding, in their chosen field'

parents were then given individual time to complete the handout "Learning Not

to Fight, (Rayter, lggg,p. 47). This handout asks questions that help identiff the parents

current conversational skill with their teenagers (see Appendix I , p. 105). Facilitators

once again complimented each parent on their creativity, resourcefulness and support for

one another.

The following homework task was given, o'Between now and the next time we

meet,I would like each of your to do something different, no matter how strange or

weird or o'off the wall" what you do might seem. The only important thing is that

whatever you decide to do, you need to do something different" (Rayter, 1999, p. 48).

Session Five: Building on the Changes.

Session Five was titled "Building on the Changes". Each parent reported on their

homework task, noting what they did that was different, and the resulting reaction of
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their teenager. The facilitators amplified the new behaviors that produced the exceptions

that the parents have wanted. Differences and exceptions were recorded on flip chart

paper.

One parent shared how she responded to her son's teasing, swearing, and name

calling by giving him back a positive - "I love you". She claimed she was able to diffuse

the situation by not "feeding into his garbage". He continued his negative behaviors, but

she was consistent in responding back to him positively and eventually told him

,.continue with your negative, because I'm going to continue with the positive". She

also responded to her son's goading by telling him "I'm not a goat herder"' Another

parent stopped driving her son everywhere he wanted to go. She chose to take care of

herself, and priorize her needs over his. If she was not busy, she would drive him,

however, if she had plans, her son had to fînd alternative arrangements. One father was

able to diffuse a po\ryer struggle that had developed with his son by giving him money to

go shopping with him for skates. His son had previously flatly refused to go with him'

which resulted in his son playing hockey with skates that were much too small for him.

The son went with his dad, got new skates and used the extra money he received to

purchase presents for others. The pair spent the entire day together enjoying each other's

company which continued into the following days. Another mother played a prank on

her daughter's boyfriend. Mother and daughter had such fun doing it, that the next day

the daughter asked who they were going to "prank today". A few parents reported that

when they received the dreaded "letter from the school" they did not yell or argue with

their teenager, instead they calmly acknowledged the letter with their teen and discussed
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how their teen was going to handle it. One parent commented on how she was able to

.,move from the gut to the head", and not get stressed out over it. One father asked his

son "how we as parents, could better meet his needs". His son appreciated being asked,

and the father mentioned "whether or not he gets back to me doesn't matter, the thought

was there". Another father went fishing for the weekend, allowing his daughter to stay

home alone with a friend. He gave them both space, andthey both appreciated it.

The parents had fun with this exercise, and noticed when they did something "off

the wall. their teens responded positively to it. One fæher found that when he was "able

to startle or surprise" his daughter with his responses, it showed her that "I'm still alive".

The "consotidation of Gains" handout (Rayter, L999, p. 53) was given to

parents. It asked three questions, the first question being, "What would you have to do to

prevent a major parental backslide"? This question helped parents make distinctions

between their otd problem action and reaction and their more effective patterns of

behaviors, The second question asked, 
*What will you have to do to make that happen"?

This question further amplified exception pattems of behaviors. The third question

asked, 
..If we were to invite you to be a guest consultant at one of our new parent gloups,

what helpful advice would you give to those parents"? This question empowers parents

by putting them in the role of a hetpful consultant to the facilitators and other parents. It

also helped parents realize what they need to continue to do in relation to their teenager'

Each parent was complimented on their creativeness, and courage to try something

different, and their support for one another'

parents responded to the above questions with the following common themes:
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never give up; keep trying; try something new; build on the positives; keep them off

guard; stay involved; stay calm; keep focussed on yourself; listen more/talk less; pick

your battles; and "go fishing, because we are all in the same boat"!

The following homeworktask was assigned: "If I were to meet you in a couple of

months, what would you be telling me about how you have kept the changes happening"

(Rayter, t999,P. 54)'

Session Six: Consolidating the Chanees'

The last session was titled "Consolidating the Changes". Each parent reported on

last week's home work assignment, of how they were going to keep the changes

happening. All parents had similar responses that included: "simply look for the

positives,,; ..going for the surprise factor"; "focus on the future and the consequences of

her actions,,; 
..be wary of the pastJet go of the baggage"; "keep the dialogue going";

..pick your battles,,; "don't internalize it - let it go"; "build a foundation/ relationship

with your teen"; "develop a solid base of honesty and trust"; "accept your teen for who

they are"; "encourage Coping skills"; "respond frOm the head not the gUt"; "Stop' lOOk'

and listen"; "reflect on what was learned here"; "attack the problem, not the person";

..keep trying- never give up"; " setting some limits and boundaries - finding my spine";

..acknowledge and celebrate the successes"; "evolve together"; and " remind them we are

their allies, not their enemies". One mother claimed, "take care of yourself - if you go

under, so will your kids"! One father commented that the biggest change was in himself'

A parent replied to his comment by saying "the change is in us - we came to the group'
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our kids didn't, we \ryere the ones who changed".

A handout on closure questions was given to participants to assist them in

processing the group's closure and to recognize the changes they have made and how

they will maintain them (see Appendix J, p. 106). Both groups had processed these

questions in the previous exercise, so we did not do it.

The group closure exercise was completed next. This gives participants an

opportunity to oompliment each other by completing the following phrase " I appreciate

you because . . . ". This is a very powerful exercise, which highlights the positives, and

strengths of each member. It is like a "strength bombardment" for each participant.

A certificate of achievement was then given to each participant.

No further intervention was required for any of the family members. However, a

list of resources for parents of teenagers was glven to each participant. Parents did share

about accessing other resources that they found helpful in the past.
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Chapter 5

EVALUATION

Evqluation of progress of personal learning goals

As noted earlier, this writer's personal learning goals were to (1) implement a

solution - oriented approach to group therapy with parents of adolescents; (2) to evaluate

the delivery, impact and outcome of this group interventiory (3) to expand this writer's

knowledge and skills in group facilitation; and (4) to further develop this writer's

knowledge and understanding in the areas of parenting adolescents, and the use of

solution focussed approaches through a review ofthe literature and practical experience'

This writer achieved her first goal of implementing a solution -oriented approach

to gfoup therapy for parents of adolescents by conducting two group therapy sessions for

parents of adolescents utilizing Rayter's (1999) Solution - Oriented Pare{rt Groups:

Strategies For Parerits Of Adolescents. A Manual For Facilitators'

The second goal of evaluating the delivery, impact and outcome of this group

intervention will be explored later in this chapter'

The third goal of expanding this writer's knowledge and skill in group

facilitation, was achieved through self reflection and the use of a personal journal' The

fourth goal of further developing this writer's knowledge and understanding in the areas

ofparenting adolescents and the use ofsolution - focussed approaches through a review

of literature and practical experiences was achieved by conducting the solution - oriented

groups, and reviewing the relevant literature'

The group experience itself was a learning ground for this witer. The parents
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openly shared their experiences in parenting adorescents. I rearned practical information

from all ofthe the Parents.

A personal journal was kept by this writer reflecting on what she has observed

and learned. A list of questions guided her thought processes' Questions such as :

. on a scale of 1 .10 ( with 10 being excellent and 1 being poor),

how would You rate this session?

' What went well in group todaY?

' What were the challenges todaY?

' What could have been done differently?

This writer rated most of the sessions between 8-9' At the beginning of both

groups pafents were initially apprehensive to open up and share their experiences' By

creating a wafm and comfortable atmosphere, that was non-judgmental' parents were

then able to express their hopes, fears, and concerns about parenting their teenagers' In

both gfoups, a new member was introduced in the second session' This writer met with

new members prior to the second session to update them on what had occurred in the

first session, and to explore 'their miracles'. They were then intoduced to the group

members at the beginning of the second session. Both groups easily transitioned the new

member into the group.

The strengfhs noted from both groups included the incredible support

participants gave one another. one pafent commented to another parent "you should feel

proud of yourself - you can counsel someone else with all that you've learned"! Parents

encouraged each other, and offered ideas and solutions that had worked for them in the

past. Lots of 'light bulbs' went off in these discussions. Parents were open about their

experiences and learned from one another. When one parent was struggling with the
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positive orientation of the gouP, the gfoup reframed it for her by saying that "she wasn't

being negaliive, but that she was being assertive". Parents were really focussed on

assignments and co-operated with the facilitators. At times, all that was

needed was for the facilitators to ask one question, for the group to process, and explore

the assignment in full det¿il.

A group skill I learned in using a solution - oriented approach, was that as a

facilitator,I didn,t have to have all the answers. The parents were the experts of their

home life, and they were given opportunities to share their experiences in parenting their

teenager with other g.oup members. Giving the questions back to the goup indicated to

members that they knew all the answers, and that we could all learn from one another.

Another valuable skill I learned in conducting parent groups was to allow group

members to challenge one another in a respectful manner. For example, one mother

indicated that she didn't have any problems with her children. Another mother

challenged her by asking her why she was there. The mother was then able to share, 
ool

don,t want you to think I don't have any problems - I had a daughter sitting on our roof,

with no jacket on in the winter"! At the time of this exchange, I initially felt tense, not

knowing if I should allow the dialogue to continue. I 'stepped back' and allowed the

interchange between parents to continue. I leamed from this exchange that allowing

members to challenge each other in a respectful manner has positive results. The

dialogue between the group members indicated to me that they felt comfortable in

challenging each other, and that they were able to encourage one another to be more

open and honest.
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Cohesiveness between goup members developed in both groups, which stressed

the importance of creating a wafln and comfortable environment for goup members'

The sessions were held in the staff lounge in the high school. Parents appreciated the

.living room, setting. one parent felt empowered by the fact that sessions wefe being

held in the staff lounge. In the February 2003 group, one father announced that he was

unable to attend the next meeting due to work commifinents. Another father joked that

the group should go on line, so that he wouldn't miss anything! The fact that s.oup

members were looking out for one another and finding solutions indicated to me that an

environment of support and gfoup cohesiveness had developed between goup members'

creating an atmosphere where participants explore beyond the scope of the g.oup

is another valuable skill that I learned. An example of this was when one father

wondered how his son would ans\ryer the relationship scaling questions. The goup

discussed this and thought it would provide valuable feedback to know how their

teenagers would answer the questions. Some were going to ask them' Other parents

suggested running two gfoups simultaneously - one for parents and one for their

teenagers, eventually bringing them together at the end of the sessions. Allowing parents

to broaden the scope of the soup, broughtvaruabre information to this writer, that I am

incorporating into further recommendations in running groups for parents of adolescents'

I also became aware of the benefits of group therapy by the responses two group

members. A father from the November 2002 group, and a mother from the February

2003 group, commented that the group experience was far more beneficial than the

individual therapy, they had previously been in. The father noted that he had one on one
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counselling with social workers in the past to help him parent his chitdren, but found that

he ..needed the interaction of the group", recalr.ing "I am a theoretical person, but putting

the theory to work,I've had difficulties wittu this group has given me useful help' and I

reaïizethat I would have done far better in a group session then one on one, I',ve enjoyed

the interaction and the discussions". The mother stated that'T went to counselling' I

knew what I was supposed to say, but I didn't put it into practice' They sit there - you sit

there, shaking heads. I've got much more out of this group' In individual therapy' you

know the answers, but don't know how to implement them' Here we discussed it"'

These comments indicated to me that although individual therapy is beneficial' the

interactions and discussions generated from group therapy are more helpful to some

people.

All in all, the gfoup members appreciated the group dynamics of support'

encouragement and the use humor. Parents from both gfoups wanted follow up sessions

for..tune ups." The February 2003 group exchanged phone numbers and set up a

meeting on their own, one month later. The November 2002 group suggested that the

facilitators bring both gfoups together for monthly meetings' These ideas deserve further

exploration.

Challenges in running this group were few and farbetween' Challenges included

the positions of those running the group. one facilitator worked for child and Family

Services (CFS), the other was the school social worker' Some parents were initially

intimidated by the presence of a child welfare worker conducting the group' This threat

was quickly squashed by the facilitator noting that although she worked for CFS' it had
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nothing to do with facilitæing the group. The group was an educational pursuit by the

facilitator, not a cFs project. The school social worker was able to assure the group that

confidentiatity would be maintained, and would not interfere with their teenager

accessing resources offered through the school'

Another challenge noted in the November 2002 group was the fact the only one

couple was present. other members in this group were married as well, but their partners

did not attend the sessions. Although this couple was treated as individual parents'

parenting the same child, the mother felt at times that she didn't have the tuxury of being

open and honest with her husband there. She came to this writer at the end of one

session, to express her concems. Her husband was not in attendance at that session'

Apparently, her husband took offence to something she had said to the group regarding

his parenting abilities. she did not want to be hindered or censured in the group by her

husband,s presence. In the February 2003 group, this issue was not raised' It may have

been because their were two couples attending the group, and they were able to offset

their being a couple with the other members'

one mother attempted to co-facilitate the group. She aligned herself with the

facilitators, and presented to the group, as if she didn't struggle with parenting her

teenager. She made it clear to gfoup members that she was only coming to the sessions

support her husband. She constantly reported not having any problems parenting her

children. She often assisted the facilitators in providing examples of what worked for

her. At one point, another parent challenged her by asking her why she was coming if

she didn,t have any problems. The parent was able to share that she did in fact struggle
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other mother's did, in being open and honest, and being able to vent about their parUrers'

Groupsskillsgainedbythiswriterincludetheneedtobeflexible,andnotto

follow the manual precisely. At times, this writer wanted to hasten the discussions in

order to complete the required assignments for the session, only to realize that the

comments being made by participants were valuable and were not hindering the group's

process. I found there was a fine balance in letting the group 'go offtopic', as some

participants wanted to be really focussed, and others wanted to explore further ideas'

Knowing when to allow for general discussions, and knowing when to 'reign them in' is

a key factor in running groups, to ensure that alt the participants' needs are being met'

without alienating anyone.

I found the use of the flip chart to be beneficial on many accounts' The flip chart

helped this writer stay focussed and to keep the group focussed as well' Using the flip

chart to document what was being said in the group provided a visual aid for goup

members. Parents commented that they felt heard and understood when I wrote their

comments on the flip chart. The flip chart demonstrated to parents that their comments

were valuable and important. Having to write down the parents comments challenged

this writer's listening and paraphrasing skills' The solution - oriented focus of the

goup, tested this writer's reframing abilities, by shifting the negative comments made by

participants into solution focussed goals. I found in using a flip chart, it encouraged all

group members to participate, so that their thoughts, concems and progtess were also

recorded.

Group size is something else that needs to be addressed' The November 2002
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group size was five, with one member not attending the last two sessions, leaving the

number of those who completed the sessions to be four. Initially, six parents were

registered for the group. Having more parents registered at the beginning would allow

for a drop off of participants,.without effecting the quality of the group. Although the

group size was small, the intensity of the group made the numbers suffrcient. Ten people

were originally registered for the February 2003 group, of those, eight people completed

the sessions.

The practical,experience of conducting solution - oriented parents gtoups assisted

this writer in attaining her personal goals of expanding her knowledge in goup

facilitation, as well as increasing her knowledge and understanding in the area of

parenting adolescents. The completion of a literature review further enhanced this

writer's knowledge in parenting adolescents, and the use of solution - focussed

interventions.

Evaluation of Progress of Intervention Goals

Individual Outcome Measurements

Standardized Measures found in Fisher & Corcoran (1994) were reviewed to

determine if a standard measure would fit into the philosophy of SFBT. It was found by

this writer that although the standardized measures would provide rich data in utilizing

pre and post tests on each participant, thereby, allowing for the comparision of each

parents' perspectives on their relationships with their adolescents, the terminolory used

in all the measures reviewed had negative connotations to them, which undermines the
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solution focussed approach of SFBT.

De Jong and Hopwood (1996) trave usecl two ways to measure outcomes in

solution-focussed brief therapy. The first method utilizes a scaling question, where

therapists asked their clients the following question - "on a scale of 1'10, where ten is

.the problem(s) you came to therapy for are solved,' and one is ' the problems are the

worst they've been,' where are you on that scale?" (De Jong & Hopwood, 1996, p. 27Q.

These progless scores,afe recorded by the therapist. Comparing progfess scores from

the second session to the flrnal session for each client, provides the intermediate

measurement of outcome.

De Jong and Hopwood's (1996) second outcome measurement utilizes a follow

up telephone survey seven to nine months after the fînal session. The same scaling

question is asked along with questions on how satisfied they were with their therapy.

The first question is "overall, would you say your treatment goal was met or nof'?

Clients had the option of answering "goal met" or "goal not met." Those who answered

..goal not met" were asked the question, "Would you say there was any progress made

toward that treatment goal?" or "progress not made toward treatment goal" (De Jong &

Hopwood, 1gg6,p.275). The measurement of final outcome was obtained by combining

the responses to these two questions. De Jong and Hopwood (1996) claim that these

questions are in line with solution focussed therapy because they reflect the elient's

perspective of if they found the therapy helpful.

For the purpose of this practicum evaluation, scaling questions were utilized as

therapeutic tools to measure the effects of a problem on a person's life. Scaling
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questions assist the parents in defining their goals specifically, thereby making them

easier to achieve (Metcalf, 1995). Scaling questions offer small steps to take to slowly

move away from the problem's influence. Scaling questions on the parent's perspective

of their relationship with their teenager were conducted in the admissions interview, and

in the second, third and final session. This provided comparison data on how parents

perceived their relationship at four points in time. An individual diary developed by

Metcalf (1995) was also considered (see Appendix F, p. 91). It was felt by the

facilitators that using the weekly diary would be too onerous on top of the weekly

homework assignments given to parents. It was not utilized for that reason. Data not

gained by using the diary include the reason parent(s) were attending the session, how

they will know when things are better then them, weekly discoveries parents made to

move them to a different point and weekly relationship scaling scores.

The data from the scaling questions were calculated in accordance to De Jong and

Hopwood's (1996) analysis. The intermediate outcome measurement was calculated by

subtracting the score from the second scaling question from the final scaling question

score. De Jong and Hopwood (1996) have collapsed data from the intermediate scores

into three categories. "Cases which scores fall from -3 through 0 are combined into a

category called 'no progress'. Scores between 1 through 3 from the category called

'moderate progress', and those that fall between 4 through 8 form the category

'signifîcant progress' (De Jong & Hopwood,l996,p.277). The final outcome

measurement was calculated by subtracting the score from the second session from the

score from the follow up phone survey.
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Table 1.I illustrates the scores to the scaling question which was asked in the

admissions interview, the second, third, and sixth session, as well as in a two month-

follow up survey. Participants one through five attendedthe November 2002 group.

participants six through thirteen attended the February 2003 g¡oup. The scaling question

is as follows, "When considering the relationship you have with your adolescent, I want

you to scale this relationship on a scale from 1 -10. Number 1 is the worst your situation

has ever been, and 10 is where it is the best it could be. Where would you put yourself

today'??

TABLE 1.1

Scores, Intermediate Outcome Scores, and Final Outcome Scores

Intermediate
Outrcome

Final
Outcome

2 mos.

follow up
3ra

sesslon

6*
sesslon

2ø
sessl0n

Admission
Interview

Participant

G1.s)6 G1.5)6Iz
U

4E
l.JI

I432

(0)9101 9-J

G1.0) (0)I7I 8.574

G1.0) G1.0)556 75

(1.s)6 .0)(15.554.56 4

(2.0) (1.0)9108 8.2597

(1.5) (-2.0)47.56 74.58

G2.0)8 Gl.0)95109 1

(2.0)(2.0)I I7610

IU9.75o
ö1atl

(1.5)9.s (1.0)9Ie 8t2

(1 .s) (2.0)9.5I 97513
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As Table 1.1 illustrates, 5 participants ( 6,10,11,12,13) reported gradual

improvements in their relationship wittr thcir teerrager, over time. The third participant

rated her relationship with her son at a I in the admission interview, then saw a dramatic

increase in the second session, which increased in the third session and dropped one level

in the follow up phone survey. Her scores indicate a dramatic increase in her

relationship with her son that is being maintained over time. The fourth participant

reluctantly completed the scaling questions remarking that her relationship fluctuated

with her son, depending on the situation and the time of the day. Her scores illustrate

this fluctuation. Participants one and five saw a gradual improvement in their

relationship with their teenagers up to the third session. The first participant was

struggling with setting boundaries with her son. She found that when she set limits and

boundaries, her son reacted to the change, which negatively impacted their relationship.

The fifth participant's daughter was 'stoned' on both the sixth session and follow up

survey. The mother indicated that her daughter's drug use negatively impacted their

relationship. The scores for the ninth participant were effected by what was going on at

the time the question was asked. She clearly stated for the second session scaling

question, that she rated it a 10 because she had not seen her daughter that day, she said

"it was a good day." The third session she rated her relationship with her daughter at a 5

as they did have contact, and had yelled at one another. On the sixth and follow up

survey she reported a 9 and 8 respectively. The eighth participant rated his relationship

with his daughter at a 4.5 in the admissions interview. He saw a gradual improvement in

their relationship until the follow up phone survey. At that time, he indicated to this
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writer that his daughter had recently begun experimenting with drugs, and had overdosed

on tylenol. She was currently hospitalized, awaiting a psychiatric assessment'

TABLE 1.2

Intermediate Outcome Scores

Table 1.2, which highlights intermediate measures for both groups, indicates that

100% of the participants from the Novemb et 2002showed no progless from the second

session to the last session. However ,86yo of the February 2003 group showed moderate

progress, and only 14 % showed no progress. overall, when the totals are taken into

account for both groups, 60 % showed moderate progress, and 40 % indicated no

progress.

Although 13 parents participated in the sessions, the frequency rate was based on

ten because three parents were not present at either the second or final session, therefore

not allowing this writer to gather data for them at those two points in time' The

November 2002 grotp sample size was only 3 which might be effecting the outcome

scores. It should be noted that the November 2002 g¡oup ran out of time in the second

session and the scaling question was not completed until the beginning of the third

session. This may have had an impact on the scores as the second session of the parent

group focusses on noticing all the positive changes their adolescent is exhibiting. The

No
Progress
Frequency

No
Progress

Percentage

Moderate
Progress
Percentage

Moderate
Progress
Frequency

Signifrcant
Progress
Frequency

Significant
Progress
Percentage

Group

3 100%
November 2003 (3)

t4%186a/o6February 2003 (7)

40o/o4600/o6Combincd (10)
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November 2002 group did nothave the opportunity to scale their relationship with ttreir

teenager at that time, and was asked one week after, at the beginning of the third session,

following a week at home with their teenager.

A two month follow up phone survey was conducted in this

practicum.(see Appendix L),to provide the fînal outcome data. The questions followed

De Jong and Hopwood's (1996) final outcome measurement. The scores from the

second session scaling questions are subtracted from the follow up scaling question

scores; Table 1.3 lists the final outcome scores by groups. One hundred percent of the

participants from the November 2002 group indicated that no progless was made

between the second session and the follow up phone call interview. Data obtained from

7 out of 8 participants in the February 2003 group indicate thatTlo/o of parents

experienced moderate progress, whereas 29a/o expenenced no progress in their

relationship with their teenager. The combined data from both groups illustrates that

45o/o of parents experienced moderate progress in the relationship with their teenager;

and 55Yo saw no progfess.

TABLE 1.3

Final Outcome Scores

No
Progrcss
Frequency

No
Progrcss
Percentag
e

Moderate
Progrcss
Frequency

Moderate
Progrcss
Percentag
e

Signifrcan
t
Progress
Percentag
e

Significan
+

Progress
Frequency

Group

100%4November 2002 (4)

29o/o774/o 25February 2003 (7)

55%^ 
E(t/+)70 6J(11)
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Table 1.3 demonstrates final outcome data which is listed in accordance to the

frequency and percentage to answers of if their goals were met, if somc prÛgfess

occurred, or if there r¡¡as no progless. Totals are also indicated.

Table 2.1 demonstrates that 100% of the participants in both groups attained their

treatment goals. Common themes of treatment goals identified by the p*Ëãfsintluded:

learning new parenting strategies; finding solutions; setting limits and boundaries;

learning how to deal with conflict; learning age appropriate behaviors and activities for

teenagers; and learning how to encourage their teenager to become self reliant and

responsible.

A contradiction seems to be evident when you combine the outcome measures

with the attainment of treatment goals. While the final outcome scores indicate that

there was no progress made by 55%of the participants, all of the parents claimed that

they reached their treatment goals. parents indicated throughout the sessions that the

scaling questions did not accurately reflect their progress. Parents felt that if the question

scaied their ability to parent their teenager, rather then their relationship, higher scores

would be attained. parents commented that the relationship with their teenager

fluctuated dramatically, depending on the situation at hand, and even the minute' hour

and day the question was asked.

The standard for the scaling question was determined by the scores taken in the

second session. The second session focussed on the homework assignment of noticing

all the positive behaviors the parents observed in their relationship with their teenager,

which may have overly inflated the scores to the relationship scaling question.
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De Jong and Hopwood (1996) have reported that outcome measurements "may be

overly sensitive to the normal ups and downs of life" (p. 291). This data mirrors their

findings.

TABLE 2.1

Treatment Goal Attainment

As DeJong and Hopwood (1996) indicate a limitation is apparent collecting data

in this marmer because this study does not include comparison $oups. However, they

claim that some sense of "effect size" of solution-focussed therapy can be found by

reporting on the average progress scores of the scaling question at different points in the

üeafnent process (p.275). Therefore, the mean score for all parents at the second

session was 7.3; the mean at the final session was 7.5; and the mean score at the follow

up session was 8.5. This analysis indicates that the mean scores of all participants

gfadually increased over time, and might therefore suggest that progress was made by

participants.

Group Goal Attained Progress Made in
Attaining Goal

No Progress Made
in

Attaining Goal

Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Percontage

November 2002 (5) 5 100%

February 2003 (8) 8 100%

Combined (13) 13 100%
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Group Evaluation

A goup evaluation form'"'vas to be completed on the last session of each group to

provide data on the group experience and the effectiveness of the g.oup (see Appendix

M. p. 106). The February 2003 group was mailed the form, because the last session was

rather lenghy, not allowing enough time to complete the form. The fîrst three questions

involved scaling questions. The data was collated by comparing participants answers to

the scales which provided percentages of the answers'

The first question asked parents "on a scale of I -10 , where one represents least

helpful and 10 represents most helpfu|, please rate how helpñrl you have found this

goup,,. As Table 3.14 indicates, 100% of the participants in the November 2002 group

found the parent goup to be most helpful, rating it at a 10. Table 3.18 indicates that

25 0/o of the February 2003 found the group to be most helpful, rating it at a 1'0:250/o

rated it at a9; and S¡%rated it a 8. The combined scores of both groups is illustrated in

Table 3.1C, indicating that S}o/oof group participants found the group to be most helpful;

while 17 0/o rated it at ag and 330/o rated it an 8. This data demonstrates that parents

found the grouP to be beneficial.

TABLE 3.14
Group Evaluation (November 2002\

How helpful have you found this group?

10 tetDïul

Ratings Frequency Percentage

10 (most helpful) 4 100%

least most



Ratings Frequency Percentage

10(most helpful) 2 25%

9 2 2s%

I 4 s0%

Totals 8 100%
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TABLE 3.18
Group Evaluation (February 2003)

How helpful have you found this group?

One least 10 most hel

TABLE 3.lC
Group Evaluation (Combined)

How helpful have you found this group?

least hel 10 most

The second question asked parents to rate their relationship with their teenager

now, compared to when they started the group, with one representing worse, 5

representing about the same, and 10 representing much improved. As Table 3.24

illustrates, the Novemb er 2002group rated their relationship with their teenager as

follows: 25o/o rated their relationship at a9;25Vo rated it at a 8;25% rated it at a7; and

25o/o rated their relationship with their teenager at a 6. Table 3.28 demonstrates the data

gathered from the February 2003 group. In this group, 25o/o rated their relationship with

their teenager at a l0;25o/o rated it a 9;25% rated it a 8; and 2ío/orated their relationship

Ratings Frequency Percentage

10(most helpful) 6 50%

9 2 t7%

4I 33%

Totals 12 100%
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at a7. Table 3.2C illustrates the combined data from both groups and is as follows: 17%

ratedtheir relationship ata1.0;25o/oratedrtag;25% rated it at a 8; 25o/¡'raledttataT:'

andBo/orated it ata6. The combined data from both $oups indicate that9}%o of the

parents felt that their relationship with their teenager had improved since attending the

group sessions, whereas only 8% felt that it had remained the about the same.

Group Eval
Table 3.24

uation (November 2002\

Rate your relationship with you teenager now as compared to when you started the group.

One 5 indicates about the l0 much

Ratings Frequency Percentage

10 (much improved) 0 0o/o

9 I 25o/o

..r,,.fu I 25o/o
raJ

7 1 2s%

6 1 25%

Totals ll 10096
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Table 3.28
Group Evalu¿tion (Iebr¿ary 2003)

Rate your relationship with you teenager now fls compafed to when you started the group.

5 indicates about the 10 much

Table 3.2C
Group Evalu¿tion (Combined)

Rate your relationship with you teenager now as compared to when you started the group.

One worse 5 indicates about the 10 much

The third question rated the confidence the parents feel now in their abilities to

solve future disagreements, with I representing not confident; 5 for about the same; and

l0 for very confident. Table 3.34 illustrates the data gained from the November 2002

group, indicating 75o/o rated 8 for their confidence level in their abilities to solve future

Ratings Frequency Percentage

10 (much improved) 2 25o/o

9 2 25%

I 2 25o/o

7 2 25%

6

Totals oo 100%

Ratings Frequency Percentage

10 (much improved) 2 t7%

9 5 2s%

8 J 25%

7 J 25o/o

6 I 8%

Totals 1/)
LL 100%
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disagreements with their teenagers, and 2ío/oratedtheir confidence level at a 9. The

data for the February 2003 is demonstrated in Table 3.38, and indicates thatzs% of

parents felt very confident now in their abilities to solve future disagteements with their

teenager, while l2o/o ratnd their confidence level at a 9 , and 630/o rated their confidence

level at a 8. The combined dat¿ for both groups can be found in Table 3.3C . The data

indicates that both goups felt confident in their ability to solve future disagreements

with their teenagers, v¡tth 1.7o/o of parents feeling very confident,lTo/o rating confidence

level at a9, and 66Vo rating it a 8.

TABLE 3.34
Group Evaluation (November 2002)

How confident do you feel now in your abilities to solve future disagreements with your
teenager?

not 5 about the 10 confidentI

PercentageFrequencyRatings

Ùo/al0(very confident)

25o/oI9

7s%3I
4 100%Totals
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TABLE 3.38
Group Evaluation (February 2003)

How confident do you feel now in your abilities to solve future disagreements with your

TABLE 3.3C
Group Evaluation (Combined)

How conñdent do you feel now in your abilities to solve future disagreernents with your

The fourth question provides percentages of participants who would recommend

the group to others. The data revealed that 100 % of all participants from both groups

would recommend the group to others. Table 3.4 illustrates the data for both goups.

TABLE 3.4

PercentageFrequencyRatings

2 25o/o10 (very confïdent)

I l2o/o9

5 63%I
100?ó8Totals

PercentageFrequencyRatings

17o/o2l0 (very confident)

17o/o29

66%8I
1,2 1009ôTotals

100%t2Yes

0%No

100%Totals t2

Would recommend this toa or friend?
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The fînal questions were open ended questions asking for feedback on the

homework assignments, handouts, the use of the flip chart, and comments about the

facilitators. Further comments were also elicited. A qualitative data analysis plan was

developed to look for patterns that emerge from the data, noting similarities and

differences. The dat¿ was assembled, organized, and edited to write a narative account

based on the themes that emerged. For a full detailed account of the comments'(see

Appendix P, p. 114).

All the parents found the homework assignments to be helpful. Several

commented on how the homework kept them focussed on the theme of the week. One

parent remarked that the assignments "helped me stop, think, and respond - to focus on

the positives". Another parent stated that they were'Îery practical- it showed you how

to make changes and get out of patterns that weren't working. They set the focus on

changing until something worked"! One parent claimed that "it gave me a chance to

ponder the one question or theme of the week and really see how it applies to the

situations you come across with the kids, and the different ways to implement them".

Another parent wrote that they "made me think over the course of the week about my

daughter's behaviors and mine, and how we relate to each other". Others felt they would

use it as a reference in the future. One father liked the idea of the assignments, however,

he found some of the questions confusing.

Parents found the handouts to be informative and helpful, and would use them as

a future reference. One parent commented that "I usually found something that struck a

cord with me in the handouts". A couple of parents found the handout on adolescent
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development helpful in that they now had a better understanding of their teenagers and

what was going on for them. A father wrote "they were quick summaries which were

helpful, and to the point, they helped me get focussed".

Most parents found the use of the flip chart to be beneficial because it kept a

record of what was being said. Parents felt that by writing down their comments, they

were being taken seriously. Other parents felt that flip chart showed what each one in

the group had learned and tried, and that it was a good summary of what was discussed.

A father noted that he found the use of the flip chart as a oÎay of contrasting and

comparing - it was fair in which to say -everyone had their opportunity to input their

frustrations at fust and their gains for the remainder of the meeting". One parent

commented that they provided a "good visual for the words spoken". Another parent

claimed "it's always more meaningfirl to see things in writing - more organized than just

thoughts running through my head. Also, by separating individuals's thoughts you could

appreciate everyone's participation'l. A mother reported that she found the use of the flip

chart to be "therapeutic, because you always fowrd something good in what we said, even

if we didn't think it was a big deal". Another parent wrote "by uriting it down, I think it

made it possible to really see changes - even the small ones".

Parents found a lot of strengÍhs in the facilitators. Parents commented of the

facilitators patience, understanding, and flexibility. One parent commented that she

"appreciated the facilitators guidance, knowledge, and assistance in or¡r learning process;

the focus on the positive; and the encouragement for us to take the risk and to try all area

covered over the six sessions". Parents found the facilitators to be non judgmental, open,
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and sensitive. One parent commented "you both made it easy to say what we were

thinking, as there was no feeling we miglrt say something stupid - I trusted you with my

thoughts and feelings". A couple of parents commented on the great teamwork between

the facilitators. One fæher wrote, "they were both dynamic, they each had different gifts,

they found strength in everyone, and they very quietly guided the group": A mother

shared how she felt that the facilitators "seemed to know when we needed to talk, even

if it was off topic, they never cut us off. They never made us feel inadequate as parents,

they never questioned our parenting skills".

Parents were hard pressed to identify any weaknesses, although one parent felt at

times the "group got off topic or went off on a tangent". Most parents commented that

they didn't perceive any weaknesses. One father noted, "honestly,I didn't encounter

anything that upset me or questioned what you did". Another father wrote, "if there were

any weaknesses, it would be my belief in the group in the first meeting, however, the

facilitators sensed everyone's mood and put it all behind us".

When parents were given the opportunity to write additional comments they were

full of praise for both the facilitators and the content and dynamics of the group. They

appreciated the support and caring from all group members, realizing that they were not

alone in struggling with their teenagers. One parent wrote "I have been to counselling

before but always one on one. This group approach has helped me more than those".

Another parent commented how she "enjoyed the small size of the group which I think

encouraged quick results'i. Other parents appreciated the comfort¿ble setting of the

group. A mother shared, "I really enjoyed the comfortable setting in the teacher's
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lounge as opposed to a class room setting. I believe that this helped us all feel more

relaxed and possibly open up more". Other comments included their improved

relationship with their teenagers, and how their communication with them had increased'

One mother noted "even though I still have the same problems with my daughter.

I feel we have a better relationship - we laugh more and talk more. . . I have learned that

I can't take responsibility for her actions, she has to do that, and I'm more at peace with

myself'. One father questioned the length of the grouP, and wote of a group he was

aware of in Toronto, where the parents stopped going to the group when they felt they no

longer needed it. Other parents wanted on going sessions as well. Overall, parents

appreciated attending the group and thanked the facilitators for providing this group to

them. One mother summed it up by saying "thanks for passing on some wonderful tools

to get through these roller coaster years".
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ChaPter 6

LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMEi{DATIONS

This chapter will explore the limitations found with ttre evaluation of this study,

as well as recoûrmendations for the future use of solution -oriented groups for parents of

adolescents will be identified.

Limitations can be found with the evaluation of this study. The sample size was

limited to only 13 participants, and the data gathered was limited to those participants

who attended specific sessions. If a parent was not present at either the second or final

session, comparison data could not be obtained for the intermediate outcome

measurement. Similarly, data for the final outcome measurement could only be obtained

from parents who attended the second session, and who were contacted for the follow up

interview This writer would therefore, recommend utilizing a larger sample size. This

can be achieved by increasing the number of solution oriented parent groups to be

evaluated, as well as running groups ideally with a minimum of eight participants.

A further limitation was found because a control group was not utilized. Parents

were informed of the solution oriented parent group and volunteered to participate. No

parent was turned away. It would be helpful in future studies to have a control gfoup so

that comparisons can be made between those who attended the solution oriented parent

goups with those who did not.

Advantages and disadvantages are evident in using outcome measurements.

Outcome measurements provide data on the progress obtained by group participants. An

advantage to using scaling questions for outcome measurements is that the scales are
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based on the parents' own percepions, not that of the facilitator. Scaling questions can

be helpful in identiffing the progress made by paren'(s), thereby encouraging them to

continue what they are doing. They are also helpfrrl in higNighting when the situæion is

not improving, and that change is required. However, some parents in this study resisted

the scaling questions indicating that their relationship with their teenager constantly

fluctuated, depending on the minute, hour, or time of day the question was asked. De

Jong and Hopwood (1996) have noted that outcome studies may be "overþ sensitive to

the normal ups and downs of life" (p. 219). This was certainly the case for some parents

in this study, as indicated by the parents responses. This writer would therefore

recommend that the scaling question reflect the parent's ability to parent their teenager,

rather than their relationship with their teenager. This recommendation was suggested by

several parents who felt that the relationship question did not truly reflect the progress

they had made. Parents indicated that although their relationship continued to have ups

and downs, they were more confident in their abilities to parent their tçenager. It may be

worthwhile to conduct an exercise where the parents themselves write their own scaling

question. The parents' o\iln scaling question would truly reflect their perceptions and

their own goals to work towards.

This writer aglees with McKell (1996) and De Jong & Hopwood (1996) who

claim that outcome measurements offer limited information on the effectiveness of the

goup. Outcome measurements only indicate if progress was made or not. Although this

information is useful, it does not provide data on what techniques used in the grqup

helped parents achieve their treatment goals. This poses the question: was the turning
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point for parents the use of the 'Miracle Question', or was it one ofthe homework

assignments, or another solu'uion oriented technique? I would therefore recommend that

future studies examine the impact of particular solution oriented techniques to determine

their effectiveness. It would be helpful in clinical practice to know why the technique

worked; how it worked; and when to use certain techniques.

From my experience in running this group, I found the 'Miracle Question'

exercise to be most benefïcial. This question helped the parents to look at what their

situation may look like when the problem wasn't there. I found that the answers parents

gave to the 'Miracle Question' gave them a'script' to follow.

The homework assignments gave parents a topic to focus on throughout the week.

The assignments gave parerús an opportmlty to put the theory into practice. The first

homework assignment that requested parents to notice all the positive behaviors that they

observe in their relationship with their teenager, was very powerful for both groups.

Some parents were amazed that everyone inthe group had observed positive behaviors.

I believe the turning point for some parents was the realization that the problemp they

were experiencing were not happening all the time. The second homework assignment

asked parents to notice all the things that they were doing to achieve their goals, This

exercise helped parents realize that when they made shifts in how they responded to their

teenager, their teenager responded differently. Both of these exercises assisted the

parents in both observing positive interactions with their teenagers, and how their

reactions produced reactions from their teenagers.

As noted earlier, it would be helpful in clinical practice to formally evaluate
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techniques, to ensure that clinicians are using the techniques in the most effective

manner.

Further recommendations are based on this writer's observations and comments

made by group participants. Although all parents attained their treatment goals by

attending the parent Soup, treatment effects may be further enhanced by offering 'tune

up' sessions, that would reinforce the assumptions of solution focussed therapy. An

ongoing, open, solution oriented support goup offered following the group's end would

facilitate the incredible support and encouragement that participants received while

attending the group. It should be noted that the February 2003 group did meet informally

following the group's end. At that meeting, a father was able to receive the support of

the group following his daughter's drug overdose.

It may also prove interesting to conduct a study which evaluated the effects of a

model that ran groups for both parents and their teenagers. These groups could be held

separately dwing the same time frame, and involve bringing the two gfoups together for

the final session. Both parents and their adolescent would receive the same assumptions

of the solution oriented approach which include: parent - teen conflict is normal and that

solutions are within reach; focussing on the strengths of both parents and teenager;

looking for exceptions of when the problems are not present; doing something different;

fînding out what is working; and celebrating successes. Parents and their teenagers may

come to realize that they both have a responsibility in how they interact with one another,

and that by changing their interactions, different responses will follow.

Having the same facilitators for both groups would allow the facilitators to gain
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an understanding of the perspectives of both parent and teenager. Using the same

facilitators for both groups would provide the opportunity for the facilitators to join with

both the parents and the teenagers which may allow for an easier fansition in bringing

the two groups together at the final session'

Logistically, running parallel groups for parents and their teenagers, may exclude

some parents and/or their teenagers from attending, as it would require both parent and

teenager to attend sessions. Teenagers (and some parents) can be resistant to any form

of counselling, therefore it would be important for the goup facilitators to spend tirne

joining with them, by explaining the purpose and goals of the goup' Joining would

involve normalizing the parent-teen conflict; noticing and complimenting the teen's

coping skills and strengths, and helping them define their goals in their relationship with

their parent. Suggesting the teenager 'check out' the first session would relieve the

pressure for the teenager, as they would not have to commit to the sessions without really

knowing what they were getting into. Informing the teenager of the duration of the

goup, may help the teen commit to attending knowing the group was time limited.

Letting the teenager know goup attendance is voluntary, may also empower the teen to

attend, knowing that they a¡e not being forced into attending, rather that the choice is

their's to make.

Alternatively, if only a parent group is offered, additional valuable data may be

obtained by asking the teenagers of the parents attending the parent group the same

scaling question, to compare the results'

Overall, Rayter's (1999) Solution - Oriented Parent Groups: StrateFes For
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parents of Adolescents. A Manual For Facilitators proved to be a valuable resource for

this r¡¡i.iter. The manual provided a solution - oriented format for gfoup sessions which

advanced this writer's knowledge in solution - focussed interventions, and improved this

writer's skills in group facilitation. The only changes I would make to this manual would

be to re word some of the questions to positively reflect the changes parents made, and to

perhaps modiff the 'Description Exercise' (Rayter,l999,p.29) to highlieht the positives

rather than the negatives. Some parents had difficulty with this exercise because they

had already shifted their thinking to look for the positives, and this exercise prompted

them to revert back to looking at the negatives.

In light of the findings of this study, and from the literature review conducted,

this writer concludes that solution oriented parent goups are an effective theoretical

intervention to use in assisting parents make the transition from parenting children to

parenting adolescents. Solution oriented parent gloups honor the parents as the experts

of their home life, and empowers them by highlighting their existing skills, abilities and

resowces. The parent groups offer mutual aid so that parents no longer feel isolated and

alone in their parenting. The groups are future focussed, which build on an optimistic

view based on hoPe.
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APPENDD( A

DEVELOPMENTAL TASKS OF EARLY, LATE AND MIDDLE ADOLESCENCE

3t0 Stern, Van Slych, Newland

Table l. Developmental Tasks o[ Early, Middle, and l¡te Adolescence

Chorocterislics o! Eaþ Adolesænce,(apProx. ages I t-¡3)
l. Rapid physical growth
2. Preoccupation with bodY image
3. Sexual curiosiry
,1. Concrete thinking
5. Unisexual peer g,rouP
ó. Conformiry to peer group standards
7. Striving for independence
8. Questioning and rebellious behavior
9. Emotional breaks from Parents

Charactcristics o! Mi,àdle Adolescence (approx. ages 14-16)
l. Less preoccupied wirh body image
2, Formation of sexual identiry
3. Sexual experimentation
4, Greater capaciry for abstract thinking
5, ln¡eres¡ in future plans, although still vague

6. Peer group includls helerosexual relationships
7. Ambivalence about separation from pareirts
8. Peak of struggfe with parents
9. Experimentiîg with dìtferen¡ images of self

Choract¿ristics oI llaac Adolcscence (opprox. agcs l7-22)
l. Realis¡ic body image
2. Resolution of sexual identiry
3. Peak o[ cognirive growth
,1. Forma¡ion of self identiry
5. lntegrarion of independence issues
ó. lncreased stabiliry
7. Need for intimate relationships
L lndividual relationships more imporrant than Peer BrouP
9. lncreased importance of education, career, marriage. family, communiry, and life

sryle
10. Dèfinirion and achievcment of a func¡ional life role

Sourc,c: Adapted chiefly from Levine, Carey, Crocker, and Gross. 1983.

From: \

Stern, M., Van Slyck, M.R., and Newlan d,L. (1992). "Adolescent development and

family dynamics: Delineating a knowledge base for family mediation'"

Mediâtión Ouarterly. Vol. 9. No. 4. (pp. 307-322). (p. 310).
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APPENDD( B
ADMISSION INTERVIEW

1. Tel me what you think I need to know about the problem that has brought you here

today.

2. When you look back, when was it that the problem did not affect you as much as it

does now?

4. Horv rvill other people at work and in other relationships knon'your life is back on

track?

3. When you have completed the group therapy, what will you be doing differently that

will assurä you and your family ttrát you are ready to leave? How will others know?

V/ho will notice first?

5. What is your goal(s) for your group therapy experience?
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6. On a scale of one to ten, where one represents the problem is in control of you, and

where ten repfesent, you are in contol oittt. problem, where are currently in achieving

your stated goal? Circle the answer.

t2 3 4 s 6 7 8 910

Adapted from Linda Metcalf (1998, pp'55-56 )'
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SOLUTION-ORIENTED PARENT GROUPS

OUTLINE OF SESSIONS

SESSION 1: CHANGINGTITE VIEWING
(examining beliefs about parenting)

SESSION 2: SMALL STEPS LEAD TO BIG CHANGE
(the problem is not happening all the time)

SESSION 3 IF IT WORKS, DON'T FD( IT
(noticing the strategies that are working)

SESSION 4: IF IT DOESN'T IVORK, DO SOMETHING DIFFERENT
(it's the difference that makes the difference)

SESSION 5: BUILDING ON THE CHANGES
(furthering parenting gains)

SESSION 6: CONSOLIDATING TI{E CHANGES
(celebrating the new way of thinking and doing)

From:
RayterÃaren. (1999). Solution - Oriented Parent Groups. Stratesies for Pæents of

Adolescents: A Manual for Facilitators' Unpublished' (p. 10)'
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From:
RayterÃaren. (1999). Solution - Oriented Parent Groups. Strategies for Parents of

Adolescents: A Manual for Facilitators. Unpublished. (p'18).
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(HA¡¡æUTI

INDIVIDUAL SURVEY

SELF.ASSESSMENT OF SKITLS AND QUATITIES

l.) Exploin the quolililes ond skills you use when worldng wilh co-
workerc/fcmily/good friends lhot conkibute lo o good relolionship
wilh lhem. How do you monoge lo show lhese quolllites?

2.) Ask your spouse/pqrlner/slgnificonl oïher how he/she would
descrlbe your behqviour when lhe "good limes" occur ln your
fomily.

3.) How would you llke your relollonship to be ol home wllh your
fomlly? Whot would you see yourself dolng thot would tell you thot
lhe relollonshlp wqs better?

4.) lf you interviewed your spouse/portner/significont other-ond eoch
of your children. how do you think lhey would descrlbe lhe ideol
relotionship wllh you? Whol would eoch of you be doing?

From:
RayterÃaren. (1999). Solution - Oriented Parent Groups. Strategies for Parents of

Adolescents: A Manual for Facilitators' Unpublished. (p. 21).
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SOLUTION-ORIENTED PARENT GROUP
INDIVIDUAL GROUP DIARY

Name:

Date:

My reason for coming here:

I witl know when things are better for me when I am able to

When considering the relationship you have with your adolescent, I want you to scale this

relationship on a scale from l-10. Number I is the worst your situation has ever been,

and 10 is whcrc thc bcst it could bc.

t2
Worst

3458910
Best

Group Day #l:

Where are you on the scale?

What did you discover today about yourself that will help you move to a different point?
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Group Day 2:

Where are you on the scale?

What did you discover today about yourself that will help you move to a different poínt?

Group Da¡, 3:

Whcrc arc you on thc scalc?

'What did you discover today about yourself that will help you move to a differentpoint?

Group Day 4:

Whcrc arc you on thc scalc?

What did you discover today about yourself that will help you move to a different point?
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Group Day 5:

lVhere are you on the scale?

What did you discover today about yourself that will help you move to a different point?

Group Day 6:

Where are you on the scale?

What did you discover today about yourself that will help you move to a different point?

Adapted from Linda Metcalf (1995). Counselling Toward Solutions: A Practical

Solution-Focussed Program for Working with Students. Teachers. and Parents.

New York: Library of Congress Cataloguing-in-Publication Data. ( pp. 160-161).
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DESC RIPTI OT.¡ E"ERCIS E

A.) Below, on lhe lefl slde, wrlte severol words thol descrlbe your
child/odolescenl's negolive behovlour when you ore fruitroled,
upsel, or worled

B.) ln lhe mlddle wrlle your behoviours, reocllons, or lnlerqcllons
lowqrd your child/odolescent when you think obout/descrlbe hlm
or her in lhls way.

c.) Ploce q check ln lhe corumn on lhe dght il your response ls
worldng lo produce o posillve resull wilh your chlld.

chlld/odolescenl's porenl's fesponses ore lhe re¡ponses

t

t

4

Ã

From:
Rayter,Karen. (1999). Solution - Oriented Parent Groups. Strategies for Parents of

Adolescents: A Manual for Facilitators. Unpublished. (p. 29).



Our percepllons of olhers lnfluence how we ocl lowolds lhem. lf we oller
lhese percepllons by redescribing their oclions, we moy qlso chonge our
behovlour lowards lhem. For exomple, observe lhe following descilplions.
On the lefl ore some common words pcrents use lo descrlbe theil chlldren
ond odolescents when lhey ore upset with them. On the righl ore some
redescrlpllons. (Àrlelcolf, I 997):

PROBLEM.FOCUSED SOTUTION.IOCUSED

.foillng school .lsn't pcsslng ol lhis lime

.ls sod sornelimes

.geh upset al llrnes

.depressed

.ongef problem
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CHANGING THE DESCRIPTION OF BEHAVIOUR

(HANDO{JT}

.ls energellc; needs q
ploce to focus/ needs
shucfure

.llkes prlvocy

.self - prolective,hos hls/
her oplnlon,ls nol
flexlble yet

.does not know how to
follow the rules yel

.exciled/coreful

.ADHD (Attentlon Deficlt Hyperoclive
Dlsorder)

.lsolqted

.defionl

.dlsrupllve

.qnxous

.unmolivqled .without o reoson to
work or gel involved yel

.lnesponsible .hos not leomed lo lake
From core of lhlngs for himself
Rayter,Karen. (1999). Solution - Oriented Parènt Groups. Strategies tbr Parents oI

Adolescents: A Manual for Facilitators' Unpublished. (p. 35).
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LEARNING'NOT' TO F'IGHT

Changing chaos into conversations can be difficult (Metcalf, 1977). In the throes of
battle, it is almost impossible to try to stop the escalating behaviours and emotions.
Below are questions you may find useful in identifring your current conversational skills
with your adolescent:

Is my current strategy working to get across my concerns, worries, or suggestions
to my teenager?

) When was the last time I asked my son/daughter what he/she thought about this
subject?

When was the last time he/she listened to me or responded positively to what I
wanted to say? What used to work?

4. What do others do that helps my son/daughter listen to them?

5. What would my son/daughter say I did that helped himlher to listen to me?

When and where does my son/daughter listen or talk to me best? (In the car, late
at night, after school, etc.)

From:
Rayter, Karen. (1999). Solution - Oriented Parent Groups. Strategies for Parents of
Adolescents: A Manual for Facilitators. Unpublished. G,.47).

J

6.
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CI.OSURE OUESTIONS

r.) ït:l do you think your child/odolescent hos noliced
lhot is different qbout you?

2.) Do you volue this chonge ln yourself?

3.) Whql lf you volued lt more?

4.) How wlll you sustoin qnd nurrure this chonge in yourserf?

From:
Ravter,Ka¡en. (1999). Solution - O.i.ntrd Put.nt Groupr. Str"t"gr., fo, p.r"nt, of

Adolescents: A Manual for Facilitators. unpublishèd. (pJs)
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THE MIRACLE QUESTTON

SUPPOSE WHEN YOU GO TO SLEEP TONIGHT, A MIRACLE HAPPENS
AND TFIE PROBLEMS THAT BROUGHT YOU }TERE TODAY ARE
SOLVED. BUT SINCE YOU ARE ASLEEP, HOWEVER, YOU DON'T KNOW
TFIE MIRACLE T{AS HAPPENED UNTIL YOU WAKE UP TOMORROW.

WHAT WOULD BE TIIE VERYFIRST THING YOU WOULD NOTICE
TOMORRO}V MORNING THAT WOULD TELL YOU THAT A MIRACLE
HAS HAPPENED, THAT SOMETHING IS DIFFERENT TODAY THAN IT
WAS YESTERDAY? @eShazer, 1988)

From:
Rayter,Karen. (1999). Solution - Oriented Parent Groups. Strategies for Parents of

Adolescents: A Manual for Facilitators. Unpublished. (p. 13).
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FOLLOW UP PHONE STIRVEY

Name of Participant
Date

FIi, I am conducting a follow up phone survey on your experiences with lhe "Solutions-

Oriented Parent Group" you attended in the Fall 2002
Winter 2003

I will ask you the same scaling question that was used in the group, followed by

questions sunounding if your treatment goals were met. Do you have any questions?

L When considering the relationship you have with your adolescent, I want you to scale

this relationship on a scale from 1-10. Number 1 is the worst your situation has ever

been, and 10 is where the best it could be. Where would you put yourself today? Circle
the answer.

t2345678910
Worse Best

2. Overalt , would you say your treatment goal was met or not?

Goal met Goal not met 

-
3. lf your goal was not met, would you say there was

progress made toward meeting treatment goal or
progress not made toward meeting teaünent goal.

Questions 2 &,3 were taken from: De Jong, P., and Hopwood, L. (1996), 'oOutcome

research on treatment conducted at the Brief Family Therapy Centre, 1992-1993." In S

Miller, Mark Hubble, & B. Duncan (Eds). Handbook of Solution Focussed Brief
Therapy. San Fransisco: Jossey-Bass Pub. (Pp.272'298\.
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SOLUTIOI-I. ORIENTED PARFNT GROUP
GROUP EVALUATION FORM

1. On a scale of 1-10, please rate how helpful you have found this parent group.

12
Least
Helptul

345678 910
Most
Helptul

910
Much

Improved

910
very

Confident

2. On a scale of 1-10 please rate your relationship \¡/ith your teen now, oompared to
when you started the grouP.

1

Worse
23 4s6

About the
Same

78

3. On a scale of 1-10 how confident do you feel now in your abilities to solve future

disagreements with Your teenager?

23 45678
About the

Same

4. Would you recommend this prograrn to a family or friend?

Yes No

5. Comments about the format:
Homework:

I
Not

Confident

Handouts:
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Use of flipchart,etc.:

6. Comments about the facilitators:
Strengths:

Weaknesses:

7.Any other additional comments?

Survey questions adapted from:
Rayter,Karen. (1999). Solution' Oriented Parent Groups. Strategies for Parents of

Adolescents: A Manual for Facilitators. Unpublished. (p. 60).
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INFORMED CONSENT
SOLUTION-ORIENTED PARENT GROUP

Purpose This parenting program is designed to empower parents who feel
frustated, and to give hope for finding solutions. It is shength based. It
encourages parents to focus on their strengths and the strengths oftheir
adolescent. It builds on hope for the future, rather than on immediate
problems. It creates opportunities to build solutions based on the skill,
resources and abilities that the parents already possess. The group
experience empowers parents by realizing they are not alone, andthat new
possibilities for solutions exist.

This program is being oflered under the approval of child Guidance
clinic of winnipeg, in conjunction with the Faculty of social work
through the University of Manitoba.

The goups will be facilitated by Shelagh McCormick, a graduate student
at the University of Manitoba in the Faculty of Social Work, and a social
worker from the Child Guidance Clinic of Winnipeg.
The g¡oup consists of 6 sessions, and goup members are stongly
encouraged to attend all sessions.

FACILITATOR: Shelagh McCormick

Karen Dana

ADVISOR: Kim Clare
Winnipeg Education Centre
668-8160 (Ext. 26)
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GIVING CONSENT MEANS THAT YOU IIND-ERSTAND TTIE FOLLOWING:

1. Group sessions will occur once a week for 2 hours in length for 6 weeks.

2. Group participation is completely voluntary and withdrawal is acceptable at any time
with out interfering with the services of the Child Guidance Clinic of Winnipeg.

3. Group sessions may be videotaped for the purposes of the facilitator's skill
development in supervision. They will be erased following the completion of the
practicum report. The video tapes will be secured by the facilitator.

4. Confidentiality will maintained with the exception of knowledge gained by the
facilitator(s) that some one may be in danger of injury or harm.

I have read all of the above and give consent for participation.

PARTICIPANT

DATE:
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LETTER OF APPROVAL

WINN.IPEG SCHOOL DIVISION
Res eeRc x, P tRr.r H t n c nN o Tecn Nolocy D eplRrn¡ e¡rr

1180 Notre Dame Avenue, Winnipeg, MB RgE Op2
Phone: TB9-O4Z 4 Fax: 775_1 569

DOUGLAS R. EDMOND
DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH, PLANNING AND TECHNOLOGY

September 30, 2002

Shelagh McCormick

Winnipeg, MB

Doug Edmond
Chair, Research Advisory Committee

Dear Ms. McCormick

Re: Research Project solution Focused Group Therapy for parents of Adolescent

At the September 25, 2002 meeting, the Research Advisory Committee agreed that apracticum that involves adults woulð not require thá review ót tne comm¡ttee. Approvalwould be obtained from the individuals in the win;ipeg school oiv¡siån involved in yourpracticum project. -'- -e - -rr'v¡\

Please contact me if you have any questions regarding your research project.

Yours truly,

p.c. J. Schubert, Chief Superintendent
Research Advisory Committee
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GROUP EVALUATION
COMNTENTS MADE BY PARENTS

Comments about the format:
Homework:
. very good, it focussed on a specific item and made me understand myself

better. it also made me work in a good way.
. gfeat, I'll use it as areference
. helped me stop, think, and respond, to focus on the o'positive"

. very practical, showed you how to make changes and get out of patterns
that weren't working. Set focus on changing until something works

. the practical assignments were great!
¡ Do one likes homework but I found it helpful. It made me think over the

course of the week about my daughter's behavior and mine and how we
relatd to each other

. the home work helped to keep me focussed all week on things we
discussed and to keep trying

o I found that I wasn't really focussed on the homework until the 2 days
before the next class, so I can't say it r,eally helped. However,I did think
about all that I learned in the class throughout the week and tried to apply
it to my life,

. it gave me a chance to ponder the one question or theme of the week and
really see how it applies to the situ¿tions you come across with the kids
and the different ways to implement them.

r I liked the idea, although I found some of the questions confusing

Handouts:
they were fine,I read them and worked on them, they helped
great - will use as a reference
organized process

informative
I leamed a couple of things about my daughter and what's happening in
their heads as teenagers, so I think the handouts helped.

. helpful - I learned more about teenagers and their behaviors and how to
rephrase some of my wording.

. the handouts were really informative,I've read them over a fewtimes.
r I liked them- I usually found something that struck a cord with me in the

handouts.
o I did look at them, there were quick summaries which were helpful, and to

the point, they heþd me get focussed
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Use of Flipchart, etc:
.ok
. great
. good way to show what each one in the group learned, and triecÍ. A good

sunmary
good visual for words spoken

' it's always more meaningful to see things in'writing - more organized than
just thoughts running through my head - also by separating individual's
thoughts you could appreciate everyone's participation.

r I loved the charts, it would be my way of contrasting and comparing. It
was fair, in which to say - everyone had their opportunity to input their
frushations at first - and their gains for the remainder of the meeting.o I felt they were helpful and useful and you going over them helped
reinforce what we all had said. The way you wrote it down and then
repeated what we said I found very helpful and in a sense therapeutic
because you always found something good in what we said, even if we
didn't think it lryas a big deal.
by writing it down I think it made it possible to really see changes even

. small ones.

' probably more helpful to you, I didn't really focus much on it. I do think it
helped drive home some points, because you would hear the comment and
read it. Mmm, I guess that was the reason for the chart! Hold it, stop the
presses!! I change my answer, yes the flipchart was helpñrl

' they made a record of what was being said, it demonstrated the facilitators
taking seriously what we said

6. Comments about the facilitators:
Strengths:

' patient, understanding, reinforced the positives in all of us. Good listeners

' very skilled, flexible, sensitive to feelings, encouragþg, non-judgmentalo I appreciate and thank you both Shelagh and Karen for your guidance,
knowledge, assistance in our learning process and focus on the positive,
encouragement for us to take the RISK and to TRY all areas covered over
the 6 sessions. Instilling - to continue (you are never too old to leam)
non-judgmental, patient, genuine caring, worked hard to impress "look at
the positives"

' had a very open and relaxed personality. You both made it easy to say
what we were thinking, as there was no feeling we might say something
stupid. I trusted you with my thoughts and feelings.

r I thought that the classes flowed very nicely and was so enjoyedby the
organized and thought provoking way they were unfolded slowly.

' very professional. dedicated, knowledgeable, articulate and sensitive.
Content and delivery were excellent, everybody was Íeated equally, much
was learned due to these factors.
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Shelagh and Karen make a great team. They seemed to know when we
needed to talk, even if it was offtopic, and never cut us off. They never

made us feel inadeguate as parents. They never questioned our parenting

skills. For each and everyone of us they always had something to praise

us about. I liked the fact that they talked about their own families also -

this I felt made them part of you and more human not just someone

leading this group. They made you feel very at ease.

they made me feel comfortable and it was easy to talk. They helped

everyone to see positive changes, even small ones.

they were both dynamic. they should take it on the road! Each had

different gifts, they found strength is everyone, they very quietly guided

the ggoup

Weaknesses:
. there \À'ere occasions where I think the group got offtopic or went out on a

tangent. On some of these occasions, they perhaps could have brought us

back on topic.
. nong
. if there were any wealcnesses it would be my belief in the group the first

meeting, however, Shelagh sensed everyonels moods and put it all behind
us. I did not perceive any weaknesses.

r I didn't find there were any weaknesses.
o I didn't see any weaknesses. They did a really great job.
. honestly,I didn't encounter anything that upset me or questioned what

you did.

7. Additional comments:
r I found this 6 week session very helpful. I have been to counselling

before but always one on one. This group approach has helped me more

than those. A large part of this success for me has been the way the
facilitators led the group and allowed the topics and issues to come up and

be dealt with or discussed.
r I enjoyed the small sized group which I think encouraged quick results.

Thanks for the snacks! Thanks for passing on some wonderful tools to get

through these "roller-coaster "years.
. excellent nam-e for the 8troupr I enjoyed the support and caring from all group members
r' I really enjoyed this course,It made me realize that I was not alone in this.

There are so many other good folks struggling to do their best and at times

feeling overwhelmed. I believe I took something positive from everyone

who was in the course, Thank you for asking me to participate.
r I really enjoyed the comfortable setting in the teacher's lounge as opposed

to a classroom setting. I betrieve that this helped us all feel more relaxed

and possibly open up better.

a

a

a
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the location of the group meetings was excellent, however, a noisy ceiling
fan was sometimes quite distracting. Perhaps Division One maintenance
people could hush it up a bit. Thanks you Shelagh!

even thougúr I still have the same problems with my daugþter - skipping
school, defiant, swearing, lying,I feel we have a better relationship - we
laugtr more and talk more. She opens up to me more. I'm not yelling at

her, we can discuss things. I have learned I can't take responsibility for
her actions. she has to do that, and I'm more at peace with myself. I've
learned she has good qualities also, and I shouldn't just focus on what I
consider her "bad and negative qualities. To some people her bad
qualities might be looked upon as a stage she is going through. You have

made me see the bigger picture here and for that I am thankful. I eqioyed
every minute of our time together and I have learned so much from our
group. I hope you can continue to have groups like this. You have
opened my eyes and made me see the bigger picture here,I hope I can
continue to use what I learned dealing with my children I know there will
ups and downs, and I know I'm not alone with my problems, I can't begin
to praise the two of you enougúr.

I'm so glad I attended the classes, It really helped open the door to
communication and taught me to view situations differently. Our
relationship continues to grow.

I wondered about group dynamics, and felt the the lengfh of the gtroup

could be longer, I attended a group in Toronto that was open, you stopped
going when you felt you didn't need it anymore. It was a fine Soup.
people underestimate the importance of groups.

a


